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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, JUSTIFICATION, SCOPE 
AND LIMITATIONS, DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The statement of the problem. --The purpose of this 
study is to describe what happens when photographs of real 
situations are used as a stimulus for role playing in a 
basic speech college class. This is an exploratory study 
with a broad look at what happens to the role playing action 
and what happens to the voice during role playing, with 
classes of acceptable speaking and defective speaking 
college students, in the presence of their classmates and 
in small groups alone. 
This study is approached from the standpoint of what 
happens when defective speakers role play using pictures as 
a stimulus. The two classes of normal speakers :were used in 
the study for theparpose of giving another dimension to the 
evaluations of the technique. Chapter IV includes a dis-
cussion of the differences in behavior of the defective and 
normal speaking groups. However, use of role playing is 
not intended to be only for the defective speakers. One 
value for both groups, and one that normal speakers could 
perhaps more effectively develop through role playing, is 
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vocal expressiveness. Aside from the psychotherapeutic 
effects of role playing, a dramatic means of speech 
practice should encourage variety of vocal expressiveness. 
Justification of the study.--The justification of this 
study i .s based on the presupposition that a permissive and 
accepting classroom atmosphere is fundamental to s peech 
improvement and that, within such an atmosphere, classroom 
techniques should provide opportunity for emotionally 
released vocal expression. In order to substantiate the 
value of this role playing technique it would seem 
necessary to more fully discuss this presupposition. 
As to the initial .statement of the presupposition, it 
is inherent in this need for a permissive, accepting 
atmosphere for speech improvement that speech is an 
expression of the person, an outward expression of the 
total personality, and inseparable from it. Barbaral/ 
believes that uspeech and personality are one. • •• the 
function of speech is not only that of verbal communication, 
but is also an expression of the individual's relationships 
y 
to himself, to others and in groups.n Similarly, Eisenson 
say:s, 11 ••• his speech represents a condensation of his entire 
1/Dominick A. Barbara, Your Speech Reveals Your Personality, 
Charles c. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois, 1958, p. xi. 
g/Jon Eisenson, The Psychology of Sneech, Crofts, New York, 
1946, p. 153. 
cultural development; it is in effect a symbolization of 
the person's experiences resulting from the interactions of 
his innate tendencies and environmental influences." So., 
if speech is inseparable from the total person, then 
genuine vocal expression of the individual must be fostered 
for optimum progress in speech improvement. Creative ex-
pression of the personality, with little imposed direction, 
would be desirable. 
It follo-ws, then, tha t classroom techniques are needed 
to provide opportunity for such expression. Role playing is 
one technique that ~herapists and teachers with a psycho-
logical orientation are using. There are few prepared role 
playing materials available for the college level which are 
intended for use in a speech therapy or speech improvement 
sit ua tion. This is discussed more fully in Chapter II. The 
intended value of this study is to make a beginning attempt 
with one such technique. 
~cope and limitations.-- The role playing technique was 
used by all students in four Boston University classes in 
Principles of Effective Speaking. Two classes were of 
normal speakers, and two were of defective speakers, as 
screened by the faculty. Of all these role playing situa-
tions, 100, which are appropriate to the purpose of the 
study, are used. 
In view of the exploratory nature of this study, one 
4. 
limitation should be mentioned. In order to evaluate the 
tape recordings which were made of the role playing, some 
criteria of evaluation were needed. The method of evalua-
tion used compares two of the students' role playing situa-
tions with each other, so that each student's role playing 
is compared only with another role playing situa.tion of his 
ow.n. The nature of these paired situations is discussed in 
detail in Chapter III. It was considered beyond the scope 
of this study to establish any further criteria of 
evaluation. 
Definition of terms.--The following five terms are 
given particular meaning in this study. Working definitions 
are provided at this time to clarify their intended use. 
The remainder of the terminology in this study is understand-
able by its use in the context. 
1. Photograph or picture: refers to the photographs 
which are used as a stimulus for role plaYing--thr·ee 
different photographs, each portraying three people, 
.whose roles are to be played. 
2. Role playing technique: the particular technique 
which uses these photographs as a starter for the 
role playing. 
3. Role playing situation: the period of time during 
which the roles are being played. 
4. Speech therapy: used here as a widely inclusive 
5 
concept of speech therapy, including speech improve-
ment work in the classroom as well as in groups and 
individually. 
5. In class and alone: refers to the role playing 
situation occurring (1) in class with an audience 
present, and (2) alone in a separate room without 
anyone present except the three students involved 
in the role playing. 
6 . Defect ive speakers : s tudents who , a t the beg inning 
of t he basic speec h course, exhibi ted deviations 
from acceptabl e usage of vo i ce or articulation~ 
The dev~at ions vary in s everity, with most of 
them Jlild i n nature •. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
In view of the paucity of literature on role playing 
in a speech situation (discussed below), two lines of 
investigation seem advisable. The first is an historic 
overview of role playing per se, with emphasis on its pur-
poses and techniques, where the techniques are not strictly 
psychiatrically oriented. The second is an examination of 
what speech authorities say in regard to group psycho-
therapy in a speech situation. On the age level of the 
child and in speech situations projective techniques and 
play therapy, allied in their nature to role playing, and 
role playing itself ·will be included. 
Anderson and Anderson1/include role playing in their 
discussion of projective technique.s: "Role playing is a 
term that in sociodramatic usage refers to the private and 
social roles in which one functions in his interpersonal or 
intergroup contacts . ·.n 
Corsini:?/further defines psychodrama and makes these 
i/H.H. Anderson and G.L. Anderson, An Introduction to Pro-
.jective Techniques, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1951, 
p. 664. 
g/Raymond J. Corsini, Methods of Group PsYchotherapy, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 1957, p. 70. 
-6_;... 
distinctions between it and sociodrama in his discussion 
of role playing. 
7 
11Psychodrama is a specifically therapeutic pro-
cedure which requires one or more people with problems 
of- personality or behavior to interact with others, 
who take paired roles in the patients 'social atom.' 
Saciodrama--patients are .members of the 
audience--' .spectator therapy. nr 
Anderson and Anderson£/help tie these definitions to-
gether with the foundation of personality theory, mention-
ing Moreno as the Ufathern of this action approach. 
nThe 'action' approach to human interrelations 
has been the unique contribution of Moreno, who 
formulated and presented the communications method-
ologies now widely known as sociometry, sociodrama, 
and group psychotherapy. They are founded on a 
'socio-interactional' theory of personality--a con-
ception of the self as the totality of social and 
private roles the individual plays in his inter-
personal and intergroup contacts. The way he plays 
these roles in relation to the counter-roles of others, 
and the several kinds of status he achieves in the 
concrete social situations to which fu.e is constantly 
responding give him his uniqueness as a person.'" 
Anderson and Anderson1/state their projection hypothesis, 
on :which all their projective techniques are based, includ-
ing role playing, as, "An individual patterns his personal 
productions in accordance with the dispositions of his 
acti ve personality matrix.n 
i/~~derson and Anderson, Q2• £11., p. 662. 
g/Ibid., pp. 542- 43. 
Moren~himself, defines psychodrama nas the science 
~hich explores the 'truth' by dramatic methods. 1' "Psycho-
drama began 1vith my re j ection of the couch and the free 
ass ociation technique, and their replacement by an open, 
multidimensional space (the stage or any other open field) 
and the :r;sychodrama tic teclmiques. 'U§/ Commenting on his 
technique, Moreno'l/says, "The psychodramatic method uses 
m~y five instruments-- the stage, the subject or patient, 
the director, the staff of therapeutic aides or aUxiliary 
egos, and the audience.~ In the work edited by Haas§V 
several references are made to Moreno. This one excerpt 
reveals part of his technique_.!!/ ''Moreno ••• , the students, 
the nurses, and the patients lunch and dine together. 
This ••• is a unique and a dynamic technique in developing 
role-playing skills, acted out on the level of the role in 
real life.n Klapman10/discusses Moreno's technique as one 
Q/J.L. Moreno, Sociometry, Experimental Method and the 
Science of Society, Beacon House Inc., Beacon, New York, 
1951, p. 102 • 
.§/Ibid., p. 108 • 
. 7/Ibid., p. 103. 
~Robert Bartlett Haas, Psychodrama and Sociodrama in 
American ~ducation, Beacon House, New York, 1949. 
W.!Q!g. , P. 399. 
1Q/J.W. Klapman, group PsYchotherapy, Theory and Practice, 
Grune and Stratton, New York, 1946, pp. 
9 
requiring a relatively long period of study of the patient's 
personality with psychodrama following. Psychodrama 
gradually brings the patient int~ reality with a mature 
manner. It is noted that insight by the therapist is 
necessary to this technique and that extensive therapist 
training is needed. 
Albert Murphyll/has written, in unpublished material, 
about Moreno and his psychodramatic process. 
:npsychodrama. ·was developed by Moreno as a special 
method which allows emotionally involved persons to 
act out roles, situations, and fantasies in their 
experience. Although of Freudian background, Moreno 
believed that most psychotherapeutic situations were 
inadequate because the person in therapy is seen alone 
and the interaction between the person and the theraoist 
was through words alone. Moreno-wanted more realistic 
eondi tions to exist. He wanted the persons to be able 
to act out their feelings spontaneousll in a social 
setting (the kind of life-situation out of which much 
of the difficulty arose). Psychodrama was his solu-
tion. In psychodrama, the person is given no limita-
tions. He may act out spontaneously and freely ·what-
ever he wishes, actual situations or imagined ones. 
Sometimes trained persons act along with the person to 
set the process in motion. Perhaps the person finds 
himself acting out his fears, dislikes, or desires; 
perhaps he takes the part of other persons who are 
meaningful in his life. :Sometimes there is an audience 
(the other members in group therapy, e.g.). The 
person can act the part of another group member. Many 
times the members alternate roles or they may all act 
out a situation together. Myriad variations are 
possible. The therapist may analyze the action or 
suggest a discussion of what took place. In this way, 
many insights can develop as the participant works 
through the reasons for the interpretations which he 
ll/Albert T. Murphy, Jr., Boston University, 1960. 
made in his role, the avoidance of certain types of 
roles or actions, as well as the specific types of 
nscenesn which are anxiety-provoking for him. In 
1.0 
such ways, he can reformulate his self-image. Therapist 
understanding, the varying responses of the group to 
his releases, and his persistent and increasing aware-
ness and attempts to understand self contribute to his 
reformulation of self. All of this is based on 
unhampered motor and verbal catharsis which is self-
initiated in a thoroughly acceptant "social'" atmosphere. 
If spontaneity is to develop within the person it should 
do so in this ideal setting {of course, there are those 
who are not able to bring themselves to participate in 
the process--when this does occur, this behavior has 
important clinical significance for the therapist).n 
In leaving Moreno and the founde.tions he established 
an important branch of role playing should be mentioned. 
1'2/ Slavson discusses role playing as it is used in industry 
for purposes of training and to supplement group discussion. 
13/ . Corsini also mentions this and gives the purpose as that 
of problem solving and reaching solutions in industrial 
training. Klein141has written a how-to-do-it book on role 
playing intended for training and problem solving. Bac~151 
comments further on this and brings us back to our original 
direction of investig?-tion of role playing. 11 ••• dynamicall:r 
Jg/S.R. Slavson, The Fields of Group PsYchotherapY, Inter-
national Universities Press, Inc., New York, 1956, pp. ,295-97. 
!£/Raymond J. Corsini, Methods of Group Psychotherapy, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957, p. 106. 
l~A1an Klein, Role Playing in Leadership Training and Group 
Problem Solving, ·Association Press, New York, 1956. 
!~George R. Bach, Intensive Group PsychotherapY, The Ronald 
Press Co., New York, 1954, p. 163. 
ll 
oriented group educators utilize role playing for learning 
social skills in leadership and teacher-training workshops.u 
In leadership training role playing is used for training. 
~In intensive therapy groups, role playing is not used in 
this restricted training sense •••• ~ The unconscious 
factors are analyzed. 
w Returning to role playing as psychotherapy, Bach 
has this to say about his own ''impromptu role acting. :a 
The 
11 t·Impromptu role acting' is a label for the type 
of verbal communication in which the patient s peaks 
'in dramatic dialogue,' ••• except that no script is 
followed. The dialogue is invented as the 'actor' 
goes along. Role acting refers to the spontaneous 
impromptu dramatization of a situation which the patient 
either has experienced in the past or is about to ex-
perience in the near future.~ 
17/ 
author then explains that,--
liThe current interest of the psychotherapist in 
role playing lies in the therapeutic possibilities 
believed to be inherent in the practice of patients 
taking roles. An appraisal of the therapeutic 
efficiency of role playing would involve a discussion 
of the whole question of the relationship of play to 
learning ••••• Through role-playing procedures the 
emotional functions of play can be clinically exploited. 
The technique permits t he patient to combine playful 
acting out with a serious attitude of understanding his 
conflicts • 
••• Play ••• occurs in the protected world of 'make-
believe.• Thus, it is potentially of high therapeutic 
value ••• 11 
!§l!£1g., p. 152. 
17/Ibid., p. 153. 
18/ Bach- has found that neurotic college groups needed 
outlet of role playing more than a normal group--1' ••• the 
neurotic's more intensive interest in, or need for, the 
freedom of expression in play •1" In the work edited by 
1,9/ Haas, Elwood Murray writes about role playing in a speech 
situation on the college level. This is the source that is 
most pertinent to the problem of this work. 
nrt seems rather paradoxical that the ordinary 
college class in English Speech, or Basic Communica-
tion should in itself exhibit such a variety of marked 
problems of human intercommunication. Great, indeed, 
in these selected groups are the problems of individuals 
and problems of the group as a ·:whole... . The class as 
a class, and as individuals, brings almost unlimited 
materials for laboratory practice in both communica-
tion and human relationships. Sociodrama, in these 
situations, as now available, seems very important if 
the instructor i .s concerned in the fundamental develop-
ment of his students. 
The practices ••• are based upon the assumption that 
communication and interpersonal relations caP~ot be 
separated and that these matters should therefore be 
taught together. The teaching of communication skills 
may best be brought about by improvement of the 
personal-social adjustments and personality development 
while at the same time the student works directly 
through suitable experiences upon mechanical matters 
as his needs become apparent to him.. A further assump-
tion is that communication skills, as with any other 
aspect of human behavior, should be taught in their 
total setting of the organism-as-a-whole; namely, in 
the setting of the personality out of which the 
communication behavior comes and the social processes 
and groups in which it functions ••• For the curricu-
lums which the implementation of these assumptions 
18/Ibid., pp. 154-55. 
19/Haas, QQ. cit., p. 322. 
require, sociodrama and psychodrama offer very 
important, if not almost indispensable, laboratory 
procedures." 
13> 
20/ t t Murray con inues, in regard o the way in which he carries 
out the role playing. Students nmust be primed ••• by the use 
of situations involving problems of other students and 
groups similar to theirs .11 Students are assigned 
nsituationslt to be outlined in a committee and role played 
b~fore the class. Student directors brief the class on the 
backgrounds of the roles in considerable detail before the 
role play. J Class discussion and evaluation follo~v. Then 
following this at a l a ter time, students are asked to write 
about a situation on which they want help and it is handled 
by the class through-whatever procedures are most desirable 
and appropriate. 
. 21/ 
Albert Murph~ in unpublished material, has written 
about projective therapy for stuttering children. He in-
eludes discussion of art therapy; music therapy; creative 
projects: dioramas, masks, and mobiles; role playing, 
creative dramatics, psychodrama, and puppetry. Preceding 
discussion of these therapy techniques, he 1\IIJI'i tes, 
"The core- goals of projective therapy are 
identical with the aims of counseling or play therapy: 
'llii!!J2!.9.. ' p. 323. 
£1/Murphy, Q.R. cit. 
14 
to achieve the fullest acce~tance of self and others; 
to experience a sense of achievement; to receive an 
adequate degree of affection; to experience the exhila-
ration which a sense of belonging gives; to feel 
recognized as a person of worth; to know the peace and 
power of securitY; to enjoy the pleasure of unhindered 
' creative exploration and experimentation in verbal and 
non-verbal communication. The process of projective 
therapy is basically the same as those of other 
dynamics-oriented therapies. The therapist establishes 
a democratic (as compared to an authoritarian or 
laissez-faire) climate in which the participants choose 
their own materials and activities. There are ample 
opportunities for the children to externalize their 
conflicts; to master their world; to break down 
rigidities; to develop spontaneity and reorganize 
their percepts. The projective therapy situation is 
one which enables the participants to come to grips 
;vli th problems of appraisal and discovery of sel.f and 
others in an atmosphere of permissive interpersonal 
relationships. 
Murphy cites a therapy session with three children who con-
structed masks of paper bags. They then took the roles of 
their masks and made up a play. Pre-adolescents and 
adolescents submitted problem-situations which were to be 
role played. npsychodrama or its modifications can hold 
effective therapy worth, not only with stuttering persons of 
almost any age, but \tith the parents of young stutters, 
too."' ••• -nwith parents particularly, the role-reversal 
technique is therapeutically advantageous, enabling more 
emphatic feelings to be experienced as parent becomes 
child. Also with parents, the post psychodramatic 
discussion is most helpful in insight development.11 Murphy 
writes (in unpublished form) extensively about projective 
therapy for speech situations. Just two more statements of 
interest will be mentioned at this time: urn therapeutic 
role-playing, the child, once again, can be, think, act, 
feel freely and completely.n ••• ~Role-playing procedures 
are dependent upon speech more than any other media in 
projective-.speech therapy." 
Zelda Wolpe, in the recent work edited by Travis221 
includes adults in her discussion on psychodrama., but is 
• 
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primarily concerned here ~th children. nAs an aid to social 
as ·well as individual adjustment, ••• psychodrama is a 
therapeutic technique of great value both for children and 
adults ••• :n 
I 
ill ••• psychodrama ••• a.ffords the necessary balance 
of the penetration of the individual problems on the 
one hand, and the adjustment to the interplay of 
social forces on the other hand .. 
Psychodrama offers a medium of self-expression 
that has tremendous appeal to children. Play- aqting 
is close to their daily world of fantasy ••• 11 23/ 
Greenlea~ uses ·sociodrama as a guidance technique in 
classes of older children. The 1npic to be played is 
volunteered from the class and class discussion follows. 
Sociodrama is recommended for kindergarten through adult 
levels. 
gg/Lee Edward Travis, Handbook of Speech Pathology, Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1957, p. 1014. 
23/!Q!g., p. 1006. 
WW".J. Greenleaf, ttSociodrama as a Guidance Technique,11 
Education Digest, vol. 16, p. 29, May 1951. 
16 
Travis and Sutherland have written a chapter entitled, 
nsuggestions for Psychotherapy in Public School Speech 
'25/ Correction,n in the work edited by Travis. They suggest 
that psychotherapy and speech therapy should be supple-
mentary or complementary to each other. One suggested 
technique, pertinent here, is a Projection Picture Situation. 
The Travis-Johnston Projection Test is recommended for 
speech therapy. 
n ••• since the pictures were drawn to portray 
adults and children in situations and relationships 
centering in the important and potentially trouble-
some areas in the socialization of the child • 
••• The child is told simply to tell a story about 
the picture. The therapist can make the situation a 
group or an individual one ••• m 
It i s well to note that when these projection pictures are 
used as a group situation, this is a very similar technique 
as the one dealt with in this work, the former being w1 th 
chi ldren and the latter with college students. 
Pronovos~emphasizes creative expression in his 
chapter on Dramatic Activities. Several particule.r methods 
are detailed. The activity may begin with a cartoon, a 
movie, a record, or a story told or read by the teacher. 
g§/Travis, Ql!.t.. c i.,l:. , pp. 005-06. 
&§/Wilbert Pronovost, The Teaching of Speaking and Listening, 
Longmans, Green and Co.,. New York, 1959, pp • .231- 90. 
The teacher then asks questions which the children 
volunteer to answer. Or the children may finish the story 
by assuming the roles and acting it out. They learn 
characterization by playing the roles of the cartoon animals, 
or by acting like the animals in the story about the trip to 
the zoo. Or the children may create their own potato 
puppets in character with a role in the story and play out 
the end of the story using their puppets. Pronovost 
provides a bibliography at the end of this chapter with 
several references for creative dramatics for children. 
Since these are not necessarily related to speech therapy, 
as such, and are rather far afield of the present problem~ 
this 'Will suffice for this direction of investigation into 
the literature. 
Scot~introduces her suggestion for role playing by 
quoting J. L. Moreno. ERole- playing consists of spontan-
'28/ 
eously acting out problems and situations.~ Scott · adds 
that, n ••• role-playing is a device to help clarify thinking 
by recreating concrete situations for discussion. • •• It is 
a means for helping pupils interpret situations and express 
that interpretation freely and without restraint!' She 
@Louise Scott and J.J. Thompson, Speech Ways, Webster 
Publishing Co., St. Louis, 1955, p. 28. 
2.§/~., p. 30. 
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.29/ 
states that these techniques allow behavior problems to 
be dealt with in a speech setting. To introduce role playing 
to fifth graders, for example, the teacher takes a play-
ground argument as the scene. Two volunteers, different 
from the ones actually involved in the argument, play 
the argument in class. Discussion follows. Familiar 
proble~of pre-adolescents are provided. This author, 
as well as Pronovost noted above, suggests the use of films 
or a story read by the teacher to present an unsolved pro-
blem ·which the children solve in role playing. 
An extensive investigation into the literature on play 
therapy would not be pertinent. However, it is of value 
and interest to note similarities between this technique 
31/ 
with children and role playing with any age. Axline feels 
that the child lfplays outn his feelings and problems just 
as an adult, in certain types of adult therapy, ntalks outn 
his difficulties. 
ns1nce play is his natural medium for self-
expression, the child is given the opportunity to play 
out his accumulated feelings of tension, frustration, . 
insecurity, aggression, fear, bewilderment, confusion.~~/ 
@Ibid., p. 29. 
I 30/Ibid., p. 32. 
31/Virginia Axline, PlaY Therapy; Inner DYnamics of Childhood~ 
Riverside Press, New York, 1947, p. 9. 
32/Ibid., ·p. 16. 
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The current thinking of speech authorities places great 
emphasis on group psychotherapy. Beasle~makes these 
assumptions governing the use of group therapy. 
~1. Speech is viewed as one ~spect of human 
behavior, a part of the total behaYior pattern of the 
individual as he engages in interpersonal relation-
ships. 
~. Therapy should be directed not only to the 
motor learning of new speech skills, but also to the 
reorganization of the child's functioning vhole.u 
34/ ' 
Van Riper and Irwin mention the need for psychotherapy 
when emotional conflicts are present. Speech therapists 
should use counseling, release, and play therapy, plus 
refer clients to others for more extensive treatment. 
T;avis' work35/discusses psychotherapy in numerous specific . 
circumstances not pertinent here, but incl uded in the wide 
36/ field of speech therapy. Van Riper and IrDin say of group 
therapy, w ••• we suspect that much of its success is due to 
the psy£hotherapy inherent in such group interaction. n One 
of the basic criteria of these authors for public school 
group speech therapy is: 
ttEvery speech therapy activity also should be, 
for those needing it, a psychotherapeutic activity,. 
featuring release therapy, catharsis, the real;i.stic 
33/'W.c. Beasleyz. "Group Therapy in Sp:ech Correction,n Journal 
Of Excentional ~hild, vol, 17, 1951, pp. 104- 05. 
~Charles Van Riper and John c. Irwin, Voice and Articulation, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.Jersey, 1958, p. 100. 
3~/Travis, Qll• cit. 
36/Van Riper and Irwin, Qll. ,ill., p. 10:2. 
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revision of aspiration levels, the working out of 
conflicts in a permissive atmosphere~ the acquisition 
of insight, and appropriate reactions to success and 
failure. 11 
37/ Bach makes a basic observation: 
nparticipation in group psychotherapy is a unique 
experience in our culture ••• In no other social group 
situation is it safe and practical to formulate to the 
self and to share with others emotional experiences 
of a very personal nature. No other setting affords 
the opportunity to observe the self in interpersonal 
contact, to discover one's pattern of personality in 
social action, and to check private observations about 
oneself against the impressions of others.~ 
@Bach, g,n. cit., p .. 3. 
CHAPTER I II 
PROCEDURE 
1. The Formation of the Pictures 
Three pictures were formed for this s tudy . Each 
picture contains the roles of one female and t o males .. 
In picture number one the two male roles are college boys in 
front of an elevator , with the female role that of college 
girl also in front of an elevator . Picture number t vo con-
tains the roles of a college boy and his date in a car , vith 
the other male role that of a policeman. Pi cture number 
three is a family scene with the femal e role th t of the 
mother and the male role~ the father and son. The roles of 
the college students were assigned common names, the other 
roles simply police , mother , and f a ther. These names ·were 
printed at the lower edge of the photographs to facilitate 
the role playing action. The persons in the photographs 
are average in appearance and the situations portrayed by 
the pictures are familiar to the college age person. 
The situations of the pictures were adapted from the 
ideas of El1mod Murrayllwhich ·were actually used for role 
i!Robert Bartlett Haas, Editor, Psychodrama and Sociodrams in 
American Education, Beacon House , Ne-w York, 1949 , P• 3.24. 
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::!/ playing in a basic communications COL~se. Murray fully 
describes the situation of each role and gives instructions · 
c_s to what direction the role plCI.Y is to take ; 
"You are trying to persuade your father to let 
you he.ve the family car for a date at the prom next 
week. Present this sociodrame three ways: first, 
wherein the father, e.fter some tactful inquiries , 
grants permis sion; second, wherein he bluntly refuses; 
third, "Therein he is firmly opposed but grants per-
mission after consulting the ' mother '. -
You are waiting fo r an elevator to come do- to 
the first floor so that you mc:.y go to the office of 
your friend who is world:ng in a la ryer' ~· office on the 
twelfth f l oor . A good looking blonde is waiting for 
the same elevator . You have seen her a number of 
times before but you have never been introduced . You 
greet her to which she responds in a matter-of-fact 
iay. In one presentat·on you are 1at-a-los-for-l'm ds' ; 
in the other presentation, you carry on an interesting 
conversation; in one of these scenes 'the blonde' shows 
self-centered manif estations; in a repeat , she shows 
more objectivity. 
A policeman orders you to steer your car over to 
the side of the highway. Present three scenes repre-
senting what not to say; repeat each scene with more 
appropriate communicating. Also, give scene in Tihich 
the 'voliceman' is self=centered and ' rude ' and in 
hich"' he is more objective and fri endly . ·n 
The roles in the photographs were formed in such a way 
that many interpretations of the nature of the situations 
could be played into the roles. It was the desire of the 
author t o construct photogr aphs that would allo~ for a 
max mum of individual interpretation and thus solicit 
*I Refer to pertinent discussion above on pa.ge I:L ~ 
individual expression., The purpose o:f this approach "YJas to 
provide this techni que wherein each student has an easy way 
to pro ject his own feeling s , and give vent to his o~n 
ti V R. gj emo ons . an ,~per says that '"Every speech therapy 
activity also should be, f or those needing i t, a psycho-
therapeutic activity • • ~ .. ·n 
The use of photographs as the stimulus for role playi ng 
as a projective technique has one particular advantage: the 
verbal nature of the s ituation is not suggested in any way. 
The use of voi ce quality, volume , rate, and pitch and the 
forthcoming content are not suggested . The role pl&ying is 
less structured by a photograph than by written directions 
for a speech situation because no speech level i s previously 
established . 
The photogranhs , of course, visually pr esent definite 
characteristics , but there are , in turn, quite unstructured 
in what they definitely me~n~ A few examples will be men-
tioned in order to present the background of thought for 
the for mati on of the pictures., In picture one, two of the 
f~ces are not visible. The third face has a smile which 
might be interpreted as being casually friendly or 
2/Charles Van Riper , and John V. Irvin, Voice an Articu-
lation, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Clif;:s , Nevv Jersey, 1958, 
p .. 102. 
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flirtatious, fo r example ~ The student s are standing i n 
front of the elevator, thus whether or not they enter it is 
up to the role pl aying ac tion. No particular problem is 
suggested in an obvi ous way. 
Picture tvm sho 'iS the faces of the policeman and the 
boy and hi s date . The policeman ' s lips are clo sed,. his 
gaze on the boY ~ His expression is not definitely angry 
nor obviously pleasant . It could be either . The boy ' s 
physical attitude is not necessarily tense , al.though one 
fist seems to be clenched. His facial expression appears 
mild in manner . The gir l is looking down into her l a p . 
Vhether or not .she participates is the role pl .yer's choice . 
he might be frightened or ashamed or just waiting pa tiently 
f or the policeman to l eave . Ther e i s no definite clue to 
where t he car is nor what the couple was doing nor why the 
policeman is talking to them~ There appears to be no 
pre-established definite r elationship bet .. een any two of 
them nor among all thr ee of them~ 
Picture three show·s a non-committed facial expression 
on the son . The mother ' s f ace is puckered in disgust , anger , 
compromise or any of several other possible moods. She 
holds the keys . The son' s hand is extended in relation to 
the keys . The exact nature of the key situation is not 
clear. Most likely they are car keys, but other interpre-
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tations are possible. Whether or not the mother will gi~~ 
them to her son is not definite . The father's outstretched 
arm might be in restraint or could even be an affectionate 
pat on his son's arm !~ As in picture two, there i s li t tle 
of the relationship ~mong t he three th t is clearly defined . 
The son may relate to either or neither of his p~rents . 
Likewise , they may relate to him positively or unite their 
relationship negativel y toward him* 
There are a.s many i n t erpretati ons of the pictur es as 
there are people to play the roles a The pictures are inter-
preted in relation to the needs and personality makeup 1hich 
the role player bri ngs t o the s ituation. 
2 ~ Admi~~stration of Pictures 
The population . -~ Two groups are used in t hi study and 
are compared , as groups , not as i ndivi uals within the 
groups , f or the purpose of noting any differences in the 
manner in which they handle the role playing situa tion. 
One group is of normal speakers; one is of defective 
speakers . Two classes of each participated in the study . 
Ta. e recordings (c ontained i n the Appendix) have a total 
§! A mother of a college-age son, unr e l ated to t hi s study , 
thought upon casual observation of picture three , that the 
boy had' on- a new j acket 1•1hich hi s father was admir i ng .. 
Students T~ a __ b ..le 1. PICTURE liND ROLE TH.AT STUDENT ROLE PLAYF.D ·-~-----~· .. - ~__.,_.....,_,_..-..:_ 
-Identi-
fied By Pictu oe 1 .£j,ct.we 2 _ 
_ Pictru~e ~--- Totc'"tl RP 
:Nwnoor __ ~lone 
~:- _..J:!1.. .Q_lasf'l .lone 
-
In Class Alone In Cl.as: Si tU8.t.ions 
Normal . Role IHo.le 1-to.le !Role I Role RQl._e_ ·Role Role Role !Role IHoJe IRo~e Role !Role tHole IRole Hole Role of Each 
S_p_eakers 1 2 3 _J,__ 2 3 1 2 3 - ~ 2 '3 1 2_ 3_ 1 2_ 3 Student. 
--
N1 11 2 
N2 11 2 
N3 1* 1 2 
N4 1* 1 2 
N5 1* 1 2 
N6 1 1* 2 
--
-., -
. -. 
N7 1* 11 11 1* 6 
N8 1~ 11 1 11 1* 11 9 
N9 1* 11 11 1* 1 7 
N10 1 1* 2 
- ---DefectivE -
<:ioeakers 
Dl 1* 1 1* 1 1 1* 6 
D2 1 1* 2 
D3 1 1* 11 1*1 1 7 ~ 
D4 1* 1 2 
students Table 1. PICTUR.E AND PJ)LE THAT STUDENI' PLAYED (Conti m11~r'l) 
Identi- Ph 1 "Pt ~+.!1-rP. 2 Picture '3 fied By Total RP 
NumbP-l" none_ Tn Class 
fllnnA In C1as~ uone In 1"!1"'"' Situatiors 
Defective Zole Jb:>le Role Role Role Role Role Role Role Role Role 
Role Role Role Role Role :Role Role of Each 
Sneakers 1 2 3 1 
2 . - ~ 1 .2_ 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 ! Stud Ant 
D5 1*1 11 1* 
. ' 1 6 
D6 1* 1 2 
rn 1 1* 2 
D8 11 1* 
1 1 1* 6 
D9 1* 1 2 
D10 1 1* 2 
D11 1* 1 2 
.D12 1* 1 2 
Dl3 1 1* 2 
D14 1 1* 2 
D15 1 1* 1*1 1 5 
Dl6 1 1* 1* 1 1 1* 6 
1 
D17 
1* 2 
D18 1* 1 
2 
1\) 
Students a e T bl 1 • PICTURE MID "tOLE THA'l' STUDENJ_ PL}iYED ( CQnch led) 
Identi-
fied By Pict.u1"e l Pict.u1"e_2__ 
Y..JnmhP.r \lnf'll'>l Tn r.l~!=!!'l l l onP. Tn r.1 a::1::: 
Defective !Role Role Role Role Role Role . Role Role Role Role Rol e 
~nea..~rers 1 2 ':J 1 2 ':J 1 " '3 1 2 ,:::. 
Dl9 11 
D21 11 
Totals for each oicture 45 
* I ndicates this was the first role pleying experience when the 
same role in the same picture was played tvlice . 
Role Role 
'3 1 
29 
Pic ture '3 Total RP 
llone _In JTiasE Situatiom 
Hole Role !Role Role !Role of Each 
2 3 1 2 3 Student 
2 
2 
26 100 
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of 84 different situations role played by 34 cif f erent normal 
speakers , and 111 situati ons role played by 33 defective 
s peakers . Of t hese , a total of 40 situations r ole played 
by 10 normal speakers , and 68 situa tions role played by .20 
c_efective speakers are used in the study . Table I details 
which students role played in which. 1~o1es and in whi ch 
pic t ure s . The four classes were in fundamentals of s~eech, 
:which is a course intended for all School of Education 
students .. These student s were screened by the f aculty a t t he 
beginning of the semester to determine their speech 
adequacy . The normal speakers were sectioned together , and 
the defective speakers--of all types c.nd degrees of severity 
of handicap--were sectioned together . 
Although no attempt was made to hold the students ' 
characteristics constant , there are certain likenesses 
which 1till be mentioned in order to describe the na ture of 
the popul ation .. All of the students were enrolled in the 
School of Education and thus have some field of education as 
their major academic interest and vocational goal. Most of 
the students were freshmen and sophomores , with a very few 
junior transfer students and one -graduate s tudent . Wit.l two 
exceptions-~the graduate student and one middle- aged woman 
attending college- - the s t udents were approximately the same 
age . These factors are of slight importance to the study 
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except .where they indicate a similarity of interest and 
background which they br ing t o the role playing situation 
at hand~ A more significant factor is that their speech 
abil ity is quite similar within the normal group and within 
the defec tive group.. Also , this is the f i r st college course 
for these students in speech .. This means that their back-
ground in speech training is at least f airly similar . 
In using this role playing technique in these classes, 
each student has given a t l eas t one opportunity to rol e play . 
This means that t he r ole playing was looked upon as an 
actual technique used by t he teacher of the class , and that 
this study used the material that was available from such 
class activity~ Therefor e, the population is probably 
typical of such a course in a basic, required speech cour se , 
and not controlled as it might have been in a carefully 
planned study. For purposes here, this population seems 
acceptable and appropria.te . As discussed in Chpater I, the 
purpose of the study i s to describe what happens in the 
role playing with definite limitations as discussed on page L/ .. 
Instructions for teachers.-- I NSTRUCTIONS FOR USING ROLE 
PLAY PICTDhES are in the Appendix in complete form, as used 
for the studye They are simple and clear . In order to select 
the students for the role playing at random, 'they drew 
numbers; the boys drew from a box of odd numbers , the girls 
3.l 
dr ew even numbers. The s t udents wer e called i n c onsecutive 
numer ical order, the lowest number boy t aking the role of 
the left male in the picture. The teachers wrot e t he names 
of the s tudents in the proper blank on a provided sheet for 
future assignment of nttmbers t o each student in t he corr ect 
rol e that he played . The teachers were then i nstructed to 
"Gi ve students the pic ture i n front of the class. Show t hem 
t he names of the characters at bottom of picture. Say, 
'Assume you're in the place of these people and pl ay it out 
anyway you want.• n 
This last sentence of ac tual instruction given t o the 
s tudents is most important.. The words are carefully chosen 
f or the purpose of enhancing the pro j ective na t ure of the 
role playing. The word "pl ace" was used because i t has no 
pA.rticular COnnotation Of being undesirable or in t he 
nature of a pr oblem situation. Simply, assume you are 
where t hes e people are. ·"Play it out anyway you wan t" was 
felt to have less structure and dir ection implied than 
"dramatizel' or "act . " After these instr uctions, if the 
students hesitated for more help in getting started , the 
t eacher vms instructed to say, "Proceed anyway you want. ·n 
Again, these words forced the student to do just what he 
want ed to do with the entir e situation, with the least amount 
of direction to indicate what was expected of him .. 
3~' 
The mechanics of tape recording, in class and alone~--
An empty classroom near-by was used for the role playing 
done alone wi th only the three students present. A tape 
recorder was tur ned on in this room~ Another t ape 
recorder was continuously recording in the cla sroom uring 
the entire class meeting, to facilitate inconspicuousnes s . 
The teachers called for the lowest numbers, as mention-
ed above, in consecutive order for the role playing in f ront 
of the cla.ss. This author, simultaneously, took three 
students with numbers beginning in the middle of the 
numerical range to the other room; the .same instructions 
were given them, and t hey were left alone for five minutes, 
or less if the students broke up the role playing of their 
o~n accord . All role playing was interrupted after five 
minut es i f the students did not terminate it in less time. 
The students for role playing a lone were selected beginning 
in the middle of the numbers tha t were drawn in order to 
have approximately half of the students role play' a lone 
first before they had the experience in class, and vice 
versa .. 
3. Evaluation of Recordings 
The evaluation check sheet.-- An evaluation check sheet 
of simple design , with a few significant items was formed 
for this study~ (The complete evaluation sheet is contained 
/ 
in the Appendix.) A separate sheet was used for each 
student in eacrl role playing situation in which he parti-
cipated . In order to identify this situation, the sneets 
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are headed with blanks to receive the assigned number of the 
student , the role which he played in the picture, the parti-
cular picture that was used, and audience or no-audience 
situation. The instructions for eva.lua ting ·were to check the 
outstanding characteristics. No particular number of checks 
were solicited. 
The evaluation items are in two parts. Numbers one 
through nine are concerned with the role playing action; 
letter~ a through i are concer ned with the use of the voice. 
These items will now be briefly discussed~ 
Numbers 1, 2, and 3 are concerned with an objective 
descript ion of participation in th8 role playingw De layed 
or hesitant participation at the begin.ning of the role play-
ing experience is a significant factor in optimum use of 
this technique. Scant and dominating participation are also 
important to note in the role playing behavior of the 
students . The psychological readiness of the student to 
role play is the primary pattern of behavior that is indi-
cated by these three items . The tvro chief variables in this 
readiness would seem to be the individual's own emotional 
security e.nd maturity, and the i ndividual's security within 
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the group which comprises the class. 
Items 4 and 5 indicate whether the student is able or 
unable to get into his role. This is a general observation 
based on such characteristics as the earnestness of the 
student, the naturalness and ease of what is said and the 
way in which it is said, and :vhether or not the content of 
what is said is appropriate to the role . The instructions 
to check the outstanding characteristics apply here , too, of 
course, so that it is conceivable that neither of these 
will be checked in some ins ta.nces .. 
Items 6 and 7, in regard to laughter being within the 
role or outside the role 7 are a specific indicati on of the 
above items, 4 and 5. Laughter that is appropriate to the 
role and is uttered appropria tely to carry out the role 
characterization is an indication that the student is 
secure enough in his position to express this released 
feeling. Laughter that is inappropriate to the role, that 
is perhaps a self-conscious snicker on the side, indicate s 
an insecurity which is another significant type of behavior 
to be noted . 
Items 8 and 9 express particular feelings, the 
expression of which is , in itself, important. Negative 
response and a stated opinion both indicate involvement in 
the role playing to the extent that the student is willing 
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to give that portion of himself to the other t wo students~ 
Negative response indicates rejection of something or 
someone .. 
Items a through i i ndic a te how the voice is used to 
interpret the role,--what par t icular, outs tanding use of the 
voice is made to aid in role characterization. · Voice pitch, 
rate, volume , and quality are included for evaluation~ 
An objective evaluation check sheet such as this ha s 
definite limitations in what it is able to describe. There 
are many significant occurrances on the tape recordings 
tha t cannot be included in a simple check list . In order to 
understand fully what happened during this role playing it 
is neces sary to listen to the tape recor dings to hear the 
dynamic interaction of' each role playing situation. However, 
the author believes that desc r iptions of the most i mportant 
inter - reactions--as described in detail above in the dis-
cussion of each evaluation item-- have been included in this 
check sheet . For purposes of t his study, this objective 
evaluation must suf'fice.. It is recommended that the t apes 
be listened to for the purposes of l earning what the inter-
reactions are that can only be described more sub jectively 
and in a more l engthy manner . 
The two ca.tagories of role playing situc.tions to be 
evaluated .. -- The evaluation check sheets for each of the 100 
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different role playing situa tions were paired off into two 
catagories for the purpose of comparing role pl aying per-
f or mance of the same student in two different role playi ng 
s ituations. The first cata.gor y of paired role playing 
s ituations is that in which an individual student r ole 
pl ayed t he s ame role , in the same pictur e , in the same 
audience situation, t wo t i mes .. These situations are pai r ed 
in order to descri be whc.t happens in a r epeat role playing 
s itua tion. The sec ond ca t agory of pair ed r ol e '!_)laying 
situa tions is that in which c:m i ndividual student role lJl ayed 
the same ro l e , in the same picture , once in class and once 
alone. The s e si t uations are pai red i n order to des cr i be 
r hat ha pens with and without an audience . Table 2 gives 
the numbers of paired r ole playing situations as they 
occurred in each of t he t wo catagories , and in the normal 
and defective groups .. Not e tha t the numbers l"ef er to pai r s. 
The ac tual number of different role playing situations is 
the t otal , doubled . V Table 3 i ndicates the number of 
different students involved in the role playing ca t agories . 
Evaluating the role pl aying and a reliability check .. --
Becaus e of the ex tensive time involved in listening to the 
-x-J Total differen t r ole playing situations would be 34 for 
c atagory 1 and 74 for catagory 2. This total of 108 is 8 
more than nreviously stated to be the number used in t he 
study,. Th~se 8 are included i n t he 100, but s how on this 
t able because they were counted t 'J'irice, once in each cats.gory. 
1 .. 
2 . 
1. 
2 .. 
3;;[ 
Table 2 . The Numbers of Pa.ired Role Playing Situations 
in the Role Playing Catagories 
Paired Role Paired Role Total Number 
Playing Playing Paired Role 
Bole Playing Situations in Situations in Pla.ying 
Ca.tagory Normal Groun Defective Groun Situations 
Same role , 
lJicture and 
audience situ- 8 9 17 
a tion, twice 
Same role and 
picture , alCl'le 
once , in 11 26 37 
class once 
Table 3. The Numbers of Different Students i n the role 
Playing Catagories 
Number of Number or Tot al Number 
Different Different of Different 
Role Playing Students in Students in Students 
Catagory Normal Grouo Defective Grouo 
Same role, 
picture and 
audience situ- 5 6 11 
ation, twice 
Same role and 
picture , alone 
once , in 8 18 26 
class once 
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tapes to evaluate the role playing, it was necessary £or the 
author to evaluate all the role playing situations~ In order 
to lend reliability to this evaluation, t wo groups were en-
listed to spot checlc. A graduate seminar in counseling 
checked 42 evaluation sheets of 5 different role playing 
situations~ These students evaluated only the first 9 items 
on the check list. Two classes in speech correction were 
j oined to evaluate the last 9 items concerning speech.. The 
instructors of these two classes judged which students were 
trained sufficiently to make this evaluation. They checked 
56 evaluation sheets of 5 different role playing si tua.tions. 
Table 4 is presented to show the r elationship of the 
judgements made on the evaluation sheets by the groups of 
spot check evaluators and the author. The numbers in the 
t wo columns are converted i nto decime.ls so that the two 
columns of numbers can be compared with each other. These 
decimals were calculated in the following lJ ay. The checks 
for each evaluation criterium were totaled and divided by 
the number of possible checks. For the first 9 criteria 
concerning role playing , there were 48 evaluation sheets , 
and, therefore, 48 possible checks for each criterium. The 
last 9 criteria, evaluated by the speech classes , had a 
total of 62 evaluation sheets or possible checks for each 
criterium. Since there were 9 different role _,_Jl aying 
______________ .... 
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Table 4.. The Checks Made on the Evaluation Sheets , by the 
Spot Check Evaluation and the Author 
Evaluation Checlcs of Spot Author 's 
Criteria Che_ck Evaluators Qheck 
1 . P. rti cipations delayed 
or hesitant 10 .. 4 11 .. 1 
2 .. Participation scant 29.1 22 .. 2 
3 . Participation dominates 
the role playing 18.8 22 . 2 
4 . Able to get into r ole 79. 2 ·77.7 
5 . Unable t o get into role 12 .. 5 0 
6 .. Laughter within his r ole 18 .. 8 11 . 1 
7; Laughter outs ide his role 52.1 55 .. 5 
8 . Negative response expressed 27.1 22 .2 
9 . Opi nion is expressed 60 . 4 88 .. 8 
a . Pitch, high 11 .. 3 11.1 
b .. Pitch, low 8.1 0 
c . Pitch vari ation 46 . 8 66 ,. 6 
d .. Rate , fast 17. 7 0 
e .. Ra te, variety 32 .. 2 44 .. 4 
f . Volume , loud 17 .. 7 44 .. 4 
g . Volume , soft 19 .. 4 0 
- -h . Volume , variety 29.0 33 .. 3 
i. Voice quality hoarse, harsh, 
nasal, breathy 8 . 1 11 . 1 
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situations involved , and one person, the author, doing the 
rest of the evalua ting, there were a total of 9 possible 
checks for each criterium in the third col-amn. The total 
number of checks for each criterium was divided by its 
respective divisor. 
Because of the small number of checks that wer e 
possible and actually made by the author , it 1"ras not feasible 
to a pjJlY stati stics i n this reliability check. However, by 
reading across the columns the differences and similarities 
in judgement of the spot check evaluators and the author can 
be roughly seen. Further discussion of some of these cri teria 
in relation t o the way they are interpreted in the evaluating 
process seems indicated at thi s time. 
Criterium number 5 appears to have a large discrepancY ~ 
One check by the author i s represented by 11 .. 1 in that 
column, .so that the difference is actually only in the 
extent of one check. Criterium number 9 has a sizable 
discrepancy. On many of these criteria, and especially this 
one, a dif ference in evaluation can be easily obtained by 
human error in not listening car efully to the tape record-
ings. This item was felt to be important in the evaluation 
as discussed above, but is also vulnerable to individual 
interpretation as to just what expression of opi nion is. The 
discrepancy on criterium b , similar to 5 discussed above , is 
____________ ...... 
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less than one check. The discrepancy on cr i terium c may be at 
least partially explained by slight difference of individual 
conceptions of what pitch variation is and how it differs 
from occasional use of high or 1~. pitch. · The s ame explana-
tion can be said to apply to criteria e and f i n r egard to 
rate of speech, and to f, g , and h i n regard to volume . It 
is i nteresting to note that wi t hin the group thc-,t evaluated 
the last 9 speech criteria, were the two professor s of the 
classes . There was no partlcula. r consistency noted of 
ag reement be t ween t ese t wo evaluators . It seems that 
in spite of the effort made by the author to construct an 
ob jective and simple evaluation sheet, there remains room 
for i ndividual interpre tation of the criteria . It is 
suggested that this i s simply further confi rmation of the 
very pel~sonal , emotiona.l, dynamic nature of speech! 
The great similarity of numbers across the columns in 
Table 4 appears to give good reliability to the author's 
eval uation, when the above factors are weighted as just 
discussed . 
Pre sentati on of descriptions of wha t happened i n the 
role Dl aying action ~-- Tables 5 and 6 are presented to 
detail the pictures and audience si tuations in hich each 
student role pl ayed in r ole playing c tagory one. The 
students ar e represented by thei r numbers in the tables . 
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These tables indicate, in a comparison of each two role 
playing situations , where the same student's behavior 
differed in the t wo situations . For example, in Table 5, 
N7, in Picture 3, Alone , was judged to role play differently 
in six of the evaluation criteriaw 
Tables 7 and 8 are presented to detail the pictures 
and audience situations in which each student role played 
in role playing catagory two. In this catagory each pair 
of role playing situations contc.ins one of each of the 
audience si t uations. It is of value here to note which one 
occurred first . There were also some differences in be-
havior that occurred in the second pe rformance of the two~ 
Therefore , columns 1, 2, 3 and 4 are presented . The first 
two columns and the last two columns naturally adjoin one 
another , as each pair of role playing situations ·would be 
recorded in either 1 and 2 or 3 and 4. 
Tables 9 and 10 are presented to show the total number 
of checks for all of the role playing situations in the normal 
group and defective group~ The numbers are converted into 
decimals so that all colmnns can be compared vdth each 
other. These decimals were calculated by totalling the 
checks for each criterium in each column and dividing by the 
num. er of possible checks . The averages down the right hand 
column are also the number of actual checks divided by the 
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number of possible checks . These tables present a descri p-
t ion of the role playing response on each of the · evaluation 
criteria , and al so of each role in each picture. The grand 
total s on these two tables me.y be roughly compared to note 
any slight difference in the r esponses of the t wo groups . 
The primary numbers of interest to be compared between the 
t wo groups , are the totals in the las t column, describing 
the nature of the way each group played the roles . 
Table 5. Differences in Paired Role Playing Situations Based on Evaluation Criteria for Role 
Pl.C!lfing, Catagory 1, (when the Same Student Role Plavs the Same Role, and Picture 
and Audience Situation Twice. ) 
NCRMAL GROUP 
Role PlBI'fed ALONE Role Pl~ed IN CIASS 
Evaluation Criteria Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 PJ.cture 1 Picture 2 Picture 
1 . Participa-tion is 
delayed or hesitant 
at begi~Ding ••••••• ,,. 
2. Participation is scant . N7 
I 
3. Participation dominates 
the role pl~ing ••••••• N2 
4. He is able to "get 
into" his role ••••••••• N7 N8 
5. He is unable to u get 
into" his role ••••••••• :rn. 
6. Laughter is dthin his 
role , •••••••.••••••• ••• N2 N8 N9 
7 • • La.ughter is outside h:i,s 
role •••••••••••••••••• N7 N8 
s. Negative response is 
' 
expressed••••••••••••• 
·- N7 N8 Nl 9. Opinion is expressed •• 
10 • Voice is used to 
i~terpret role •••••••• 
a . Pitch, high •••••••• 
b. Pitch, 10\Y'e • • • •• • • • N8 N9 
3 
Table 5. - Continued 
Evaluation Criteria 
c. Pitch variation •••• 
d. Rate, fast ••••••••• 
e. Rate, variety •••••• 
f . Volume, loud ••••••• 
g. Volume, soft ••••• •• 
h . Volume, variety .... 
i . Voice quality hoarse, 
harsh, nasal, 
breathy ••••••••••• 
Nmnber of paired role 
playing situations· 
Role P:J.eyed ALONE 
Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 
N7 
N7 N8 
0 0 2 
Role 
Picture 1 
N8 
N8 N2 
4 
Pla.ved IN CLA.SS 
Picture 2 Picture 3 
N7 
N8 
1 1 
Total 
8 
1 
------------------------------............ ....... 
Table 6. Differences in Paired Role Playing Situations Based on Evaluation Criteria for Role 
Pleying, Catagory 1, (when the Same Student Role Pleys the Same Role , and Picture 
and Audience Situation Twice. ) 
DEFECTIVE GROUP 
Role Played ALONE Role Played IN CLASS 
Evaluation Criteria Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture .J 
1. Participation is 
delayed or hes i tant 
at beginning ••• ~ ••••••• 
2. Participation is scant. DS D3 
3. Participation dominates 
the role playing ••••••• D5- D8 
4. He is able to 11 get 
into" his role ••••••••• DS 
s. He is unable to 11 get 
into 11 his role •• ••••••• DS 
6. Laughter is within his 
DlS role •••••••••••.••••••• D8 
-
7. Laughter is outside his 
role ••••••••• ,..e••••••• DS DlS 
8. Negative response is 
expressed •••••••••••• • • 
9. Opinion is expressed ••• DS Dl9 
o. Voice is used to inter-
pret role 
a . Pitch, high ••••••••• 
b. Pitch , lov; •••••••••• 
Table 6 - Continued • 
Evaluation Criteria 
c . Pitch variation •••• 
d. Rate, fast ••••••••• 
e. Rate, variety •••••• 
f. Volume, loud ••••••• 
g. Volume, soft~••• • •• 
h. Volume , variety e • ~ • 
i . Voice quality hoarse, 
harsh , nasal, 
breathy • ••••••••••• 
Number of paired role 
pleying situations 
Role Pleyed ALONE Role PlaN"ed UJ CLASS 
Wicture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 Pict ure 1 Picture 2 Picture 
D5 Dl9 D20 D3 
D3 
D5 
Dl5 
1 0 2 4 1 0 (1 without any 
difference) 
3 
T otal 
9 
Table 7. Differences in Paired Role Playing Situations Based on Evaluation Criteria for Role 
Playing Cata.gory 2 ('when the Same Student Role Plays the Same Role and Picture Alone 
Once arrl in Class Once) . 
NCRMA.L GROUP 1st Situation was 2nd ' Situation 'vas llst Situation 'VIaS 2nd Situation was 
Alone In Class In Class Alone 
Picture No . Pi cture No. Picwre No. Pic ture No .. 
l uati on Criteria 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
· ~ 
1 . Participation is 
delayed or hesitant 
at the beginning •••• 
2. Participation is 
scant ...• •...•.•••.••• N9 N7 
3. Partici pation domin-
ates role pl~ing ••• N6 
4. He is able t o 11get 
into11 his r ole •••••• N9 
5. He is unable t o 11 get 
into" his role •••••• 
6. Laughter is withi n 
his role•••••••••••• 
7. Laughter is outside N9 N3 N7 
his role•••••••••••• N9 N4 N5 NlO N8 
8. Negative response is 
expressed ••••••••••• 
9. Opinion is expressed N.3 N8 N9 N4 N5 
__________________ ......... 
.. 
Table 7 ~ - Continued 
1st Situation was 2nd Situation was 1st Situation was 2nd Situation was 
Alone In Class In Cl ass Alon~ 
Picture No . Pic ure No . Picture No Picture No 
Evaluation Criteria 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
10. Voice is used to 
interpret rol e 
a. Pitch, high ••••• 
b. Pitch, low•••ee • 
c . Pitch variation. N3 N7 N9 N8 N9 N7 
d . Rate, fast •• • • &. 
e. Rate, variety •• • N8 N6 N8 
r. Volume, loud •••• N8 N7 N9 N6 N8 N7 
gg. Volume, soft • ••• N4 N5 
h. Volmne , variety. N9 N7 N8 
i . Voice quality 
hoarse, harsh , 
nasal , breathy •• 
Number of Paired role 
playing situations 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 
Total 
1'1 
Table 8. Differences in Paired Role Playing Situations Based on ~valuation Criteria for Role 
Playing Catagory 2 (when the Same Stuient Role Plays the Same Role ani Picture Alone 
Once and in Class Once) . 
DEFECTIVE GROUP 
lst Situation was 2nd Situation was lst Situation vras 2nd Situation was 
Alone In Class In Class Alone 
Picture No . Pic ure No . Picture No. Picture No . 
Evaluation Criteria 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
1. Participation is 
delayed or hesitant 
at the beginning ••• • Dll D3 D7 Dl7 
2. Participation is 
scant •• ~••••••••••• • D3 D4 D9 D13 Dl7 D3 D7 
3. Participation 
dominates role 
playing ••••••••••••• D6 D9 Dl2 Dl D8 
4. He is able to "get Dl Dl5 Dl D8 
into"his role ••••••• D4 D9 Dl Dll Dl5 DlO Dl6 
5. He is unable to nget 
inton his role •••••• Dl D9 Dlt Dl6 DlD 8 
DlO 
6. Laughter is v:i thin Dl6 
his role •• • ••• •.• ••• • D6 Dl5 Dl5 D7 Dl4 Dl5 
7. Laughter is outside Dl 
his role • ••••••••••• Dl Dl6 Dl5 D$ p12 Dl4 
8. Negative response is Dl D9 Dll 
ex ressed ••••••••••• Dl8 Dl5 D16 ~n5 D3 Dl5 Dl p 
Ul 
0 
Table 8. - Continued 
lst Situation was 2nd Situation was 1st Situation was 2nd Situation was 
Alone In Class In Class Alone 
Pic'tllre No. Pip ture No. Pic'tllre No. Picture No. 
Evaluati on Criteria 1 ~ 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
9. Opinion is expressed Dl8 Dl Dl5 D15 D14 D1 D8 D3 D15 Dl? 
Dll Dl6 
1 o. Voice i s used to 
interpret role 
a . Pitch , high •••••• D16 D2 D2 
b. Pitch, low ••••••• Dl6 
,... Pitch varia~.on •• D4 Dl5 D12 Dl D5 D8 Dl DB Dl6 Dl5 >J e 
Dl7 
d. Rate, f ast •••••• • D2 D2 
e. Rate, variet.y •• • • D4 Dl Dl5 D6 D5 D3 Dl6 Dl Dl7 D7 DlO 
Dl6 
f . Volume , l oud • •••• Dl D5 Dl5 D15 Dl4 DlO 
DB D9 D16 Dl 
D11 D8 
g. Volume, soft •• ••• Dl 5 Dl6 Dl5 
h. Volume , variety ... Dl Dll Dl5 DB Dl2 D8 
i . Voice quality 
hoarse, harsh , 
Dl5 nasal, breathy ••• D2 D2 
Number of paired role 4 4 3 0 0 0 4 4 4 0 0 0 
playing situations . Total 
26 
Table 9. The Checks Made on the Evaluation Sheets of 
All Role Playing Situations in Normal Group. 
Picture 1 Picture 2 
Evaluation Criteria Role 1 Rol e 2 Role 3 Role 1 Role 2 Role 3 
1. Participation delayed 
or hesitant 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Participation scant 25 0 0 0 5o 0 
3. Participation dominates 
the role playing 0 0 12. 5 5o 0 0 
4. Able to get int o role 15 100 100 100 5o 5o 
5~ Unable t o get into role 12 .,5 0 0 0 0 0 
6., Laughter within his 
role 37. 5 100 5o 0 0 0 
7. Laughter outside his 
role 25 5o 12.5 0 5o 0 
s. Negative r esponse is 
expressed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9. Opinion is expressed 62 . 5 5o 75 0 5o 5o 
a ., Pitch, high 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Pitch , low 12. 5 0 12.5 0 0 0 
c . Pitch, variation 25 5o 62 .5 100 5o 0 
d., Rate, fast. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Picture 3 
Role 1 Role 2 Role 3 Average 
-
0 0 0 
-
0 20 12.1 
-
0 0 6. 1 
-
100 80 81. 8 
-
0 0 3. 0 
-
0 0 27. 3 
-
0 20 18. 2 
-
0 0 0 
-
100 80 63 . 6 
-
0 0 0 
- 0 0 6. 1 
-
100 6o 48. 5 
-
0 0 0 
Table 9. - Continued 
Picture 1 Picture 2 Picture 3 
~valuation Criteria Role 1 Role 2 Role 3 Role 1 Rol e 2 Role) Role ' l Role 2 Role 3 Average 
e. Rate , variety 37 .5 100 25 5o 0 25 - 5o 40 36.4 
f . Volwne, loud 0 0 12. 5 5o 5o 5o 
-
0 46 21 . 2 
g. Volume , soft 12. 5 0 12. 5 0 0 0 - 0 0 6.1 
h. Volwne, variety 12. 5 0 25 5o 0 25 
-
5o 0 18. 2 
i . Voice quality hoarse, 0 0 0 · o 0 0 - 0 0 0 
harsh, nasal , 
breathy 
Table 10. The Checks N'Ja.de on the Evaluation Sheets of All 
Role Playing Situations i n Defective Group. 
Picture 1 Picture 2 
Evaluation Criteria Role 1 Role 2 Role 3 Role 1 Role 2 Rol e 3 
1., Participati on delayed 10 12.5 0 0 0 0 
or hesitant 
2. Participation scant 10 12.5 66. 8 25 0 0 
3. Participation donunates 30 37.5 16. 7 5o 16. 7 0 
the role pl91ing 
4. Able to get into role 80 100 100 100 66. 8 100 
5. Unable to get into role 20 0 16. 7 0 0 0 
6. Laughter iVi thin his 20 62 .5 0 0 16. 7 0 
role 
7. Laughter outside his 20 37 . 5 5o . o 5o 16. 7 25 
role 
B. Negative response is 20 0 0 0 33 . 1+ 0 
expressed 
9. Opinion is expressed 60 25 83 . 5 5o 33 . '-J. 100 
a. Pitch, high 0 0 0 25 0 0 
b • Pitch, low 0 0 0 0 0 25 
c • Pitch, variation 5o 75 5o 5o 33 . 1~ ?5 
' a 
- •· Rate , fast 0 0 0 25 0 0 
Pi.c tUI'e 3 
Role 1 Role 2 Role 3 Average 
25 0 0 6. 4 
25 0 0 17. 0 
0 0 33. 3 23. 4 
100 5o 66. 6 . 87. 2 
25 5o 33. 3 12. 8 
0 0 0 17.0 
5o 100 66. 6 38 . 3 
25 5o 0 12. 8 
75 5o 66. 6 57.4 
0 0 0 2.1 
0 0 0 2.1 
100 5o 100 61. 7 
0 0 0 2 .. 1 
Table 10. - Continued 
Picture l 
Evalua·tion Criteria Role 1 Role 2 R.ole) 
e . Rate , variet:Y" 40 50 16. 7 
f . Volume, loud 10 12. 5 16. 7 
g. Volume, soft 10 0 0 
h . Volume, variety 30 0 0 . 
i . Voice quality hoarse, 0 0 0 
harsh , nasal, 
breathy 
Picture 2 
Role l Role 2 Hole 3 
0 33.4 5o 
0 33 . !.~ 5o 
0 16. 7 0 
0 0 0 
25 0 0 
Picture 3 
Role 1 Role 2 Role J 
5o 5o 66. 6 
25 5o 33. 3 
0 0 0 
0 0 33.3 
0 0 0 
Average 
38.3 
21.3 
4.3 
8.5 
2. 1 
lJ1 
lJ1 
CHAPTE IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The significance of the 11U.mbers . "" J.n tables 5 through 
10 from the previous chc.pter till lJe di s cussed below. 
The relRtionships of the normal and defectJ."ve 
grou~Js will 
be di s cussed . T bl 5 a _es and 6 ar e o~ v 1 · 2 ue J.n showi ng what 
ha9~Je led when the role i s played two times . It i s im:;,Jor= 
tant t o kno . if the pictur es are of 1 "f va_ue J. . they are used 
more th2.:.r1 once by the same student . T bl 
a es 7 and 8 a re of 
particular value in s howing 1"l"h"t h.,., .,.,..., enea' 1• d · · - ·•- c. -~c~_. ' J n an A.U J.ence 
situati on and '!lhen t he pictures ar e used ;Jrive.tely without 
~ n audience. The differences in this r ol e playing l'.rill be 
s een in a cla ss s ituation and in a small gr oup s ituation 
as it mi ght be us ed bJ the class t eacher or even in a group 
s r·e ech thera py setting . Tables 9 and 10 provide an overall 
description of the role playing a.ction , based on the eval-
uation criteria . It will be of interest t o no te which 
criteria were judged to be included frequen t ly in the role 
laying action , and which criteria -.;;rer e not often i ncluded . 
1. ft~alysis of Tables 5 and 6 
Tables 5 and 6 compare paired r ole 1Jlaying si t ua t ion 
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of ca.tagory 1 , th2.t is, 1~hen the exe.c t same r ole, pi cture, 
~nd audience situation were played twice. The normal grouD 
played 8 paired r ole playing s ituations by 5 students . I 
these 8 pairs they were judged to role 0lay 23 criteria 
differently on one perfor mance than on t he other. The 
defective group :~layed 9 l-aired r ole playing situations by 
6 students. In these 9 pairs they were judged t o r ol play 
19 r iteria differently . The r ole playing action of the 
t~o groups theref6re is quite sinilar in this res pect. 
The number of paired r ole playing si t u.c.>.tions is quite 
sinilar so t hat the 23 of the norma gr oup may b8 roughly 
compared with the 19 of t he defective gr oup . 
f or di f f erences played by individuals, there doesn't _s 
s eem to be any s ignificant difference in t he ~Ho gr oups 
here either. One normal student r ole played 6 diffAren es 
One defective s tudent r ole played 
in one paired s ituati on. 
d ·t tion The ot her normal 8 differences in one paire S1 u a • 
3 or 4 differ ences each. The students r ole played 1 , 2 ' ' 
n ~ 3 diffe ences 
other defective s t udents r ole played 1 , ,-:, , o_ 
Seen bv re<?.ding do vn the columns 
each. These numbers 2.re d 
· Tables 5 and 6 . ln h . h these differ-
No single evaluation criterium o VLl C -
d d h~~ received a par ticulur QUantity of ences are recor e ~~ 
t• n I t wi ll be seen bY 
differences with one ~mall exce~) lO • . . 
foreach evaluation criterium, 
reading across the columns 
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that t e normal group sprea.d out their differences with 1 , 
2 , or 3 of them per any one cri terium. The defective g oup 
also s pread out their differences with 1 , 2 , and 4 for any 
one criterium. This 4 is t he one exception mentioned above. 
It is such small difference that it is not really signi-
ficant, but it is inter es ting to no te t hat t he 4 differences 
iNere on the cri terium of pitch va.riCJ.tion. 
One factor needs to be noted here that is not i ncluded 
in these tables. In the normal group for those i nclude in 
Table 5 , there were a total of 54 checks on all the evaluA -
t ion criteria . The defective group had 42 checks . This 
s im~ ly meens that these groups were judged to have these 
1 1 · cbar cteristics ·which numbers of outs tanding ro_e p c:.y l ng ~ 
ere marked on t he eva.luc;. tion sheet at t he time the -evalua-
tin 7las done . It vdll be remembered f r om above that the 
h ." 07 different responses , and now com_a red nornal group 8u ,J'o 
Thi.s means t hat slightly 
t t 1 of 54 nossible ones . with a o a~- ·· t 
" different i n one s i ua-
tha.n half of the response s .Jere less 
i The defective 
. _,_ ther one of each pa r . 
t]_. o than l n L,he o -
f A2 oossi bl e o ~ • Again , differences out o ~ ~ 
group had 19 It can therefore be 
. ~ les q t h Rn half . 
· , y JUS l.J ~ - .• 
this is rougn~ is r eyec.ted , these 
1 yi ng situation 
• , th~t VJhen 8. role ~ a" -
salG a 1 
to Va_rY their ro e ' -1 P' ed . 
students ;, ere L o . 
· d defective). 45oh (nor 18.1 an 
42% end r 
pl ayi ng 2 cti on bY 
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Refel~ to Ta ble 11 f o r a s ummary of an 2,l y ~i s of Tabl e s 
5 and 6 . 
Table 11 . Summary of An~lysi s of Tabl e s 5 and 6 
-
--
-
. : · I terns to · Com;:;ar e ·~ormal Grou D Def ective Gr ou p 
1 . Numbe r of s t udent s •.•• 5 6 
2 . l'Tu mber of paired rol e 
1) 1 y i n g s i t u a t i on s • .• . 8 9 
3 . Numbe r of diffe r eLc es . 23 19 
4 . number of tata l check s 
on evalu a tion she e t s •• 54 4" G 
5 . Numbe r s of d i f ferenc es 
on any one crite rium . • 1 , ~ , 3 1 , 2 , 4 
6 . Nu mbe r s of differen c es 
by any on e student • .. • 1 , 9 3 , 4 l .--. 3 ,., , 
--' G ' 
2 . Analys i s of T?..bles 7 end 8 
Tables 7 and 8 a om1Jare ~Jaired r ole ~laying s itua t i on s 
of ca t egory 2 , t ha t i s , when the same r ol e and pi c t u r e ~re 
1-layed on ce Y:rith an au.d i ence c:.no. on c e ~1ithcut an. ;_•udi en c e . 
T. e n or ma! grou p pl 2yed 11 pai rGd r o l e pl ~ Ying s ituation s 
by 8 stuc, ent s . I n t h e se lJ. p e:., irs t hey ".rere judged to role 
~Jl ay 39 crite r i a dif f e r en tly on one ·Je rfor ra<:mc e than on 
the o t her . Th e d efe c tive grou;; pl ay ed 2 6 }la i r r o l e play -
i ng s i t ua_tions by 1 8 s t uden t s . In t h e se 26 pc. i rs t hey wer e 
,judged t o r ol e ~.::lay 1 23 c r i ter i a d i f f eren tly on on e perf or-
manc e than on the other . Taki n g i n t o a cc ount the number 
of studen t s 1'lnd nu . be r of ;ai r ed r ole pl :?.Jing s i t u a tions , 
the d e f ective g r oup has a. Dprox i ma t e ly 1 1/3 mor e diff e ren c e s · 
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than the norma1 group ~ 
The numb rs of di fferences played by <:tny one i no i vidu::l 
in the two grou,s seem to be i ns i gnificant . The normal group 
hr:.d e. range of differences of any one individuBl of 3," 4 , 
and 6 . The defec tive group rRnged f rom 1 through 7 , inclu~ 
s i ve . I n vi eY{ of t he l :~.r g er number of role l)laying si tua. t ions 
of the def ec t i ve gr oup, t here i s no outstandi ng difference 
in the two groups . Tci.ble 12 shows the c om~)let list of 
nurrbers of differences :played by i ncH viduals in the si tua-
tions of alone first , class seconrl , and class f irst , alone 
secon • There i s no particul~r difference of significance 
here either--Rc cordin~ to whi ch audience s i tu .tion was 
role ~l3yed first . 
There is no outstandi ng pa t te r n of behavior of t he two 
gr ou:os i n reg?.rd to wb.ich evaluation cri teria. the differ-
fmces 1:.' ere judged t o be . _ eadi ng ac ross the columns in 
Tabl es 7 2.nd 8 i t c::m be s e en tha. t the normal grou1-: s;1read 
t~eir differences ~ith l , s , S, 5 , or 6 differAnces f or 
2.ny one cri tE:ri mn in th6 a l one f ii."st , cl.R ss second si tuetions . 
I n the class f irst , ~lone second s i tu~ti oris the normal grou~ 
s :.)re d thEJir differences '•'i th l , i2 , or 3 for ~ny one c r i -
t ? rium . The defecti ve group , for t he alone f irst , class 
second s ituations , spread their differences wi th 1 , 3 , 4 , 
5 , s , or 7 f or c..ny one crlte:i.."i -Llill . For the clas s fi rst , 
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alone second situati ons the suread ·as 1 through 6 i n c lusive . 
These numbers do no t sho'i' a11ythi ng sigEifica.n t , but by 
looking on Tables 7 and 8 a few interes tin=s and signifi -
C Ecnt thing s c an be seen A.bout t h e s e numbers . 
On Table 7 the normal group ha d a t otal of 8 di ffer-
ences on evaluation c r i t e rium 7 . Six of these e i ght •t;ere 
played t he ~ec ond time the situation was role pl ayed . 
Criterium 7 i ndicates that the student lau ghe outside 
his role . Th refor e , the students must __ ave felt silly 
or s elf-conscious , r some other s i mi l a r fe eling that would 
c aJ .. lse t hem to laugh the sec ond time t hey r ole :;layed the 
s me s itua tion . The norma l grou p h ad 6 diff erences on 
cri teriUt'1l 9 , ODinion is ex'Jre ssed . Five of the s ix r:e - e 
"';layed the second time , in cl , .. s~ . ThP audience s ituation 
did not hinde r their self-expres ~ ion i n the least , in t h is 
":ay . Criterium c is note ' f or the normal group bec ;::;,usP. of 
a relatively large number o f differences for pitch vari· tion . 
Criteriu.TTI f has 6 differences , a ll of t hem occurring on the 
second situation, Yihether it be in clas s second or 8lone 
s econd . Thi s i s loud volume Rdded to t he role playing . 
'olume v c.riety , criterium h , is also no t ed because of a 
rel c>.t i vel y l a r ge number of differenc es f or any one cri ter-
ium . "fi th the defec'!::. i ve brou~J , othe r tre:r1ds a r e cbs .rved . 
On c:"i t e rium 1 , there ·were 4 difference s , all of t hem a lone . 
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The d P. f ecti ve stuc,_ont s ht'.d a difficult time. gP.tti n g s t::n·ted 
alone. Criterium 3 hc<C. 5 difference s . T:ne role pJJ1ying 
'.'las comin _ted 4 of the 5 diff e rences when there was no 
8Udience , " lone . On cri t e riurn 4 , the def ective grou p h·_ d 
1 3 ifferences . Ten of the s e occu rred in clr1 ss , both v1l'1en 
thi s ~as the fir s t end s econd situati oh . ThesR s t u c ent s 
~ere a ble t o ~et into their role more e .3ily wh en they had 
an ?Udi ence thc=m vi thout an :"Udienc e . . C:i."i terium 8 i s noted 
"iJ eccu~e of a rele:1.ti vely lc:rge numbe r of diff e r enc es • . 
Negat i v e res , ons e was .x pressed relPtively often in r e l ation 
t o the other criteri a.. Criterium 9 h .s 1 ~ rl.ifferences . 
line of the se twelve differences occurred ~ithout L.n 
audience . The defective students we r e ab l e to ex r: r ess 
O)i n ion more easily vrhen alone thc=m with an F.t.u.di cnc e . 
(This is t __ e c onverse of -\,rhR. t the norma~- gr ou , did . ) 
Cri ter i um c , pitch v r i eti on r e c e ived the rela tivel y hi gh 
number of differences of 11 . Cri ter:L urn e , rate v~.ri ty , 
e- nd crite rium f , loud volume , rP.ceived 12 ~ifferenc e s . 
On c r i terium~ :t; 9 of the 1 2 vt'ere c..lone . Th e d efective 
student s used loud volume more ee::.s ily ;;.lone than -v.ri th 
an audience . 
I n examining the d i f f erences of the normal E.nrl d efec-
tive groups in rele?_tion to t heir behavior ,,hen the role 
p l aying situations were alon first , in cl?.SS ~econc. , 8nd 
i n cl"ts 2 fi rs t , lone second , these sp .cific _iff erences 
are ~ote : (Refer to Table 12 for exact numbers .) The 
norm~l group ma e more different responses the second time 
the si tue.tion 1' a s role ple.yed . On the a lons fir st , i n c12.ss 
second s ituations , they :pl yed a pproxima tely 2~ times more 
differences the second t ime . On the class fir st , -lone 
second s itua tions, they played a pproximetely 5i times more 
differences the sec ond time . It is noted that the no rmc..l 
group found it easier to VB.ry the role pl .. ying vv-hen the 
second role pl aying s ituation 1' as alone , 1vi t nout an e.udience _ 
In an entirely different pattern of · behevior , the defective 
grou~) m< de almo s t t wice a s many different res ponses the 
f i rs t time , alone first , than the s econd time, in c las s 
second . For the i n clo.ss fi rst , alone s econd s i t uc. tions , 
the differences were approxi m· teJ.y the same. The norm2.l 
student s f ound it easier to a.dd more different res~ onses 
aft ei' they were acquainted 'Ni th the role, including the 
s_9ecial ease when they had no audience on -the sec ond situ:3 -
tion . The defective group set t heir pattern of behRvi or 
on the first s ituation and pretty much r epea t ed \'hat they 
had done t he second time . 
Refer to Tecble 1 2 f or a summ; r y of analysi s of Tables 
7 and 8 . 
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Table 12 . Su1mnary of Jm lYsi s of Ts.bles 7 and 8 
I tems to Com;)are No:rma.l Group befective Group 
1 . Number of stucl.en ts • •• • . 8 18 
'"1 t:_, . Numb r of ;;ai red r ole 
:playi ng situat i ons •• • •• 11 26 
3 . Total number ,-., .f" v " 
diffe r enc es 39: 1 23 : 
alone 1 s t 7 , alone l st Ll.<.:l 
-·'-' , 
c1 ass 2nd 1 9 cl c:. ss '2nd 23 
cl<3 ss l s t <) clas s 1st 27, ,._, , 
2.. lone 2nd 11 alone 2nd 31 
4 . Numbers of c.ifference s 
of any one student : 
alone l s t , clnss 2nd 3 4 , 6 ll . t hrough 7 
' class 1 s t , 1 o __ one 2nd 1 , 4 1 , 3 
' 
4 , 5 , 6 , 7 
5 . Numbers of differenc e s 
on any one criter i um: 
a l one lst , class 2nd 1 , ?~ ' 3 5 , El , 3 , L1. 5 , 6 , 7 , _, 
clas s l s t , alone 2nd 1 , 8 , 3 1 , 2 , 3 
' 
4 , 5 , 6 
3 . Analys i s of Tabl es 9 and 10 
I n the above pe.r2 graphs the repeRt e.nd audienc e 
sitriations have been c onsidered by compari ng pai r ed role 
playing si t uati ons . The _ost i mportant descri, tion , i n 
accord wi th the ) Urposes of t his s tudy , i s tha t of ~vha t the 
behavi or ':va s of all t he r ol e pl a:¥i ng s i tuations used in 
he study . Tables 9 nd 10 present the overal l res ponses 
on each of the evaluation cri ter i a t ha t ·~mre judged to be 
e.de b .:- the normal group and efec t i ve group . It should be 
noted tha t the r ol e pl ayi ng s itua t ions ar e not pai r ec , but 
that each s itu&ti on i s r epresented s ingly on t hese tables . 
Fi rs t , any over all differen ces i n t he r ol es and ·l- i ctures 
;vill be di scussed . Then es.ch criterium · ill be discns.s ed 
in relation to the re s~onses of t he two grouns . 
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Differences in the use made of t he 9 roles and 5 
··Jictures . - - By reading do-v·n the columns and counting the 
number of places :Ln which a zero a 1 pears--the cri teric. •.l'Jhich 
received no checks on any of the evaluation sheets--a fe w 
difference s can be seen as to the use thc>.t l'as I~ade of the 
various r oles . The fewer the zeros t he more variation w;:ts 
r ole played on tha t role or pi cture . 
Little s i ·nificant difference ~~'as found among the 9 
roles of the b•m groups . The only outstanding number of 
zeros is on picture 1 , role 1 , in the defective group . 
Th · s number i s half t hat of the other nwtlbers. IJo pe..rticu-
lar reason for this is i ncic&ted since this role is one of 
the boys in the elev~tor picture and generally t1ere is 
little difference in the role characterizations of the two 
boys i n this picture . The other numbers of zeros of both 
groups show no outstanding differ ence by roles . 
In both groups these t ebles show that picture 1 ~as 
r ole :?layed with more variation t han t he ot her two pic tures ~ 
The normal group had 26 zer os; the defective group had 21 
zeros . Pictures 2 and 3 2"re very similar in the degree of 
va riety role played with them . Respectively , they received 
37 zeros fr om the normal group , and 28 zeros fr om the 
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defective group ; 36 zeros fr om the nor mal group , and 27 
zeros fr om the defective group. Thi s indicates the.t picture 
1 i s less structured in what it suggests t o the role ; layer. 
No attempt is made to eval1.wte the desirability of this . 
Nith res pect to t he entire roup of responses, t his differ~ 
ence in the use of the roles and pictures is mi nor . 
ft~alvsis of resuonses on each criterium . -- The differ-
ences by picture and role have been di s cu ssed above. The 
average of all t he roles i s the number that will be c on-
s i dered her e . In most i ns t ance s , the differences in the 
normal and defect ive groups analyzed belo !! ¥ill e consis-
tent with what would be expected i f the s ueech def ects of 
the defective group •.rrere consider ed to be .just one SY!Jlptom 
of some lar ger psychological problem. It is not suggested 
t h- .t all t he speech defective s tudents in thi s de f ective 
group fit t hi s de s cription . But it is no ted that , as a 
group , the defective studen ts were judged to r ole play i n 
a mc.nner i ndica ting difficulty i n i nte r pe r sonal relation-
shi ps . 
Cri teri um 1 i s cons i dered unimportant i n result. None 
~as delayed or hesitant a t the beg i nning among the normal 
grouD and only a very small aver ge is seen f or the defective 
group . 
Criteri um 2 is similar in the t"ro groups . Thi s is a 
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rather small aver2.ge number , but nevertheless indicates 
thHt there 'Iivas some diff iculty i n t he stur."en ts lJa.r tici :pa t i ng 
to t he extent called f or by t he role . 
Cri t rium 3 s hows that almos t one f ourth of the d e f ec--
tive students domina ted t he r ole :pl ayi ng . By contrEst , 
only an i ns i gnificant number of th"' norr:tal group d i d . The 
23 . 4 of the c,efective group i s one of t he outstandi n g 
a vera.ges i n t h i s c ol v..rrm . 
M.o s t of the students of both groups i,'iere 2ble t o ge t 
into t heir role s a s s e en in criterium 4: . Th ere is no 
s i gnificant diffe rence be t ween the groups . Thi s aver age , 
on c r::.::.terium 4 , is the h i ghe s t number in t h e c ol1. mn and 
i n i c a tes a h i gh d eg ree of succes s of thi s role :r;lA.y ing 
technique. On the othe r !kn d , criterium 5 shows th~" t a. very 
i n s i gnificant number of s tudents had the outstc:mdin g 
characteristic of not be ing able t o get into their roles . 
Criterium 6 shoYIS t ha t mor e nor mal students 1 "u ghed 
· 'Ti thin t h e r ole charc.c te rizc:1 ti on than did the 'efecti ve 
s tuden ts . The 2 7 . 3 and 17 , respectively , are not grea.t i n 
d i fference but should be noted for the ex tent of t his 
diff e rence . Cr i t e r iu.m 7 shov.rs a gre ter difference in thos e 
· ho laughed outside the role . More t nan one t h ird of the 
defec t ive grouy d i d , but only 1 8 . 2 of t h e normal group did . 
Criteri a 6 and 7 viewed together sho7i t ha t the n ormal 
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student s laughed withi n t h e i r r ole chara.cteriza tion t o a. 
signi f icantly great er extent than did the def e c tive students , 
·who hz.d a rel a t ively high average f or laughter outside thei r 
roles . 
Cri teri um 8 , i n regard t o negative expr ession i s 
s i gnific an t in ths. t the no r ma.l grouu h as a zero 2.nd the 
defective group does hAve a small average of 12 , 8 . All 
ne .,. .tive r es•Jonse vas made bv the defec tive group . 
Cri t ,r i um 9 i s also s i gni f i c 2.nt in t hat t h e averages 
<::. r e bo t h h i gh . The groups sho'.'v s i milar d egrees of expres -
sion_of Opi n i on . Al l stud~nts were abl to e press oui n ion , 
t~ _ e normal students slightly more than tho de f ec t i ve ones . 
Cri teri a a and b a re consider ed i nsignificant . 
Criteri um c , pitch var i a t i on , i s signifi cant ~-rith 
relati vely high averc.. ;~e numbers . 'l'he dP.fect · v e gr ou p , wj_ th 
_ 61 .. 7 , is s i gni f icantly hies her thA.n the n orm2.l grou:p , v"i th 
48 . 5 . The d e f ective gr ou p s howed mor~ pi tch v ariation 
than the :i.1ormal grou p . 
Criteri um d is insignific ant . 
Criterium e , rate variety , i s si g~lific antly lligh in 
average nu.m.bers , both groups beinc, ~.-ery imiLc:tr . As ,,,_ri th 
) i tch vo.riety , bot:_ groups sho'ved 2. high c:tverc.ge in r& t e 
variety . 
Criterium f , l oud vol ·Llme , sho rs t he s ame av e r ag for 
both groups and i n an aver~ge l a r ge enough to be _i gnifi ant. 
•)ne fi fth of t he s tudents of bo t h gr oups '~sed loud volume . 
Criterium g , soft volume , has small average nll!"!lbers 
f or both grou;s . Thi s i s pre.c ti c c:.;.l l y i ns i t;nif icant. 
Criterium h , volume variety , s h ows n 18 . 2 averc:;ge for 
the normal gr8up , and 8 . 5 f or the defec tive grou~ . This is 
a s i g)_1ificant number for t he normc;.l group e:m.d !~r G.ctically 
i nsignific ant f or the def ective grou~ . It is import~nt to 
note t hat there is no correlation in t he c.ver ;:; ges f ound. f or 
~itch vari e t y , l"' a te v c.::.riety , and volume V '3.rL, ty . The author 
has no explanati on to sugges t for t hi s . 
Crit rium i is insi gnifi cant . 
CHAPTER V 
SUMJ'ii.ARY 
1 . ConcJ_as ions Based on Study 
c• . • ] J "' • t · th · " · f' - 1 · o p e a _l ns genera ____ y I lrS , Wl s:pe Cli l CS _ O.l~OVilng , 
t h is s tudy has demonstra.ted that c ollebe stude!lts have 
made use of thi s projective role ~)laying technique b~r gi v-
i ·1g OLe outward voc al and emotional expression in the r ole 
l)laying action. The resul ts of this study indicate tha t 
t he value of t h i s projective role playing tech_ i'que f or 
use in a basic speech c ourse on t h e c ol lege level is 
lmques tionable . 
This role :~)laying te c hnique i s of value rrhen used Y:i th 
norm~l S] eakine students and defective s ~eaking s tu~ents . 
i;{i th norm:=tl students thi s techni~ue is of pctrticul2.r v e..lue 
in reinforcing des ir?.ble S})eech hP..bi ts . A "rec:tl life tt 
s~eech itua tion i s provided- -in a small group or in the 
· c lassro0m- - "Ihere i n s l:-eech is ~)racticed r ec.listically , the 
students a re aided in realizing the level of their s ·:lee ch 
performance , and are motivated t o pe rfect it. The ) r i mary 
value of this technioue with ciefecti ve ·s ·')eakers is i n the 
e!l'lotio __ a _ release and vocal e-xnression t hey B.re e.ble to role 
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pl y in the condition of as suming the roles of neo~le that 
are not themselves . The uses of t h i s t e chnioue have been 
2.C.eq_ua.tel y d i s cussed e lsewher e i n t h i s p2.;Jer and R.re not 
•1e 1~ tinent here . The remainder of t h i s sec tion of c onc lusions 
b 2.s ed on the study will he 8. summar y of t he im~:1ortant beha.v -
i or charB cteristics of the nor mal and def e c tive groups i n 
or der to justif y the t~o statements made abov e as to the 
prime.ry VG.lue of the te chnique '.'ii th e P.ch of t he grou~s . 
The follo~"ing are out s t 2.ncirig ch·otractori::tic s of the 
no r:.:na l group in I'e gard t o the desi r abi li t y or n ot of 2..n 
audi enc e , and the s ituation i n whi ch t he sc-,me r olG is 
re? e&ted . Seventy-f ive percent of the laughter out s ide 
t~eir roles was on the repeat si tuation . This single factor 
would i ndi c ::l te the_ t the r e peat s ituation is not G.s effective 
as the f irs t role ;Jlayi nG s i tua t ion i n that l ?.ught er out-
side the r ole i ndic ates d i fficulty in remainin~ vithin the 
characteri zation of the r ole . Ei ghty- three )erc ent of 
expr es sed opi nion :,va s on the sec ond r ole playin,:s situation, 
'.' i th an audi enc e . The s ec ond s ituation and ':'ri th an .c:nJ.dience 
brought out a desirable f orm of self-ex~Jressi on . :r..oud 
volume '!~as added i n evGry instanc e ev ;:dua t ed on the sec ond 
si t uation . Thi s u se of t he voice t o ex~ress something 
~ar ti cular is desi r able and so t he sec ond s itua t i on ~1ere , 
too , i s effe c t i ve . 
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1~en t h s norm~l s tufents reD- a t ed the e ~ c t r ole , 
their v2"ri - ti on i n t he r ole 21G.y i ng 1Y<:<s 42% . Th i s i ndi c a t e s 
desi r able v j r ia tion in a r e pe a t situa t i on an~ me ans t h a t 
the s e c ond time t he same r ole WG. s played the s t udents 
Dla.yeC:. i t C..iffe r ent.ly which mal\:es t ha t s i t ua. t ion effe c tive 
i n w~1at i t i i n t 2n ed t o a cc omol i sh . The n orm2.l s t udent s 
f ound i t eas i s r t o add more d ifferent re s pons e s or1 t he 
s e c ond s itua tion , regardle s s of the audien ce s i t uat i on , 
a fter t hey '"rere a cquai n t ed with the r o·'_ e . The r e . ea t 
s i tuG.t i on '.'V'i t hout an audience }Jr ovided particule.r e a.s e i n 
addi ng variation . 
It is felt t hat t he s e res ults should no t b e t ak en t o 
i ndice.t e the only va luable use of the technique. Hovrever , 
t he re sults ·would i ndica te, generally , tha t ~ 'fi th t he n ormal 
grou p , the s econ r e pe a t s ituation i s of value in a c lass-
r oom s i tuation 1~ith an audienc e but t hat the sec ond si t ua-
t i on mi cht be ~ore eff e c t i ve i f it were a l one in a s ma ll 
g r ou~J s ituati on . As a c l s s t e chni que t h e use of smal l 
gr ou p •vor 1:-:: i s obviaus here . 
The c e f e ctive gr ou p s et their ~at tern of b ehavior on 
t he first si tua ti on a.nr'i :) r t t ··r mu ch r e :.: e C'l. t ed ,.v-ha. t they had 
d one t he s e c ond time "!hen the l"'e was a differen ce i n audien ce 
s ituations . Si mi lar to t he n or mal grou p , t hey r ole played 
4 5% ve.r i a tion when the exact r ole was repea ted. This i s a 
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good percent of vari ation and in itself sho~s tha t the repeat 
situation is effective . Re peated use of the pictures ~ith 
the sa_ e students is effec tive . Aside fr om t he s e s t a. tements , 
L ere wa s no outs t anding i ndication of t he repeat value 
according to indivi dual evalua tion criteri a . The following 
statement s summarize the aud i ence si t uation effec ti venes. ;. 
All o· the s ituati ons in v'Thich t he s t udents hEJ.d. di f fi-
culty ~ etting s tarted i n the rol e playing were alone . 
Ei ght y Jerce .t of the s ituations in which a student dominated 
~1e r ole pl aying were alone . Seventy- f ive percent of the 
situations in which opinion \':as e.XlJres s ed vrere ;;-:.lone . And 
75% of t he si t u:::ttion s in which loud volume w;:ts used were 
alone . On the ot he r hand , 77% of t he s itua. tions in :which 
the students· were able to get into their roles '-'-'ere in 
clc:.s s i.'Ji th an 2.udience . Thi s indicate s that the 2.udience 
aided the defec tive students in g ttina i n to t he i r r oles 
a.nd succes s f u11Y r emaining within the characterization of 
the roles. However , t he diffi cHlties in r elation t o t he 
r ole l)laying action 1.'lere more apparent when t he s tudents 
were alo~e in the privacy of t heir little group . Their 
own _?roblems of difficulty in. ge tting started and in need-
i ng to domi nate t he r ol e came t hrough when t hey ~'!el~ e alone . 
They were abl e t o assert t heir opi nion and to exoress the 
r ole char a c teriza tion through us e of loud volume 1aore 
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eas i ly 'Nhen Ellone . All this defin itely i ndicates t~e n ed 
f or s 1 all group role ;Jl ayi ng , whe ther done in the frc_:"me":l'mrk 
of the classroom or i n a s r eech thera;JY setting . Tidle 
play ing with an audience i n the c las sroom i s s till effective 
and r ould b e of value to be us ed vvi th small g r oup r ole :pJ.ay-
i ng . 
In summarizing over ll beh.: •. v i or of the n or mal and 
defec t ive groups , t he ori ginal s t atements in this section 
are recalled : th t the prima.ry VB.lue of the te cll.niQU8 f or 
t -1e nori:lc'-l students i s to reinforce good speech habits; for 
the defe c tive students t o lJrovi de emotional · r ele -se c:-md 
O,Ol)ortuni ty for vo c a l expres ::~ i on . 
It is outstanding tij.a t :nost students in bo t h groups 
v'.:-ere able to get i n to t hei r roles . · All s tudents vrere al s o 
able t o ex~res s a h i gh degree of o~inion . I n demonstrating 
a nBed for emotional r eleas e , the defe c tive s t udents gave 
negative response, ~hich the n ormal students dic3_ not do a.t 
all . •r 1e def ective s t udents' laLlghter was s i gnificantly 
more outside the role than -~'as that of t he n orme.l s t udents . 
And one fourth of the defec tive studen t s dominated the r ole 
lJlaying , 'tli th an insignificant number of n or ma.l stu_dents 
doing so . 
The e valuation criter i a r ela t i n g to speech are less 
i ndi c a tive of any role plcq ing trend t han were t he other 
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criteria on the role playing action. Pitch and rate variety 
by both groups show relatively high usage • . Volume variety 
for the normal group is slightly significant in that this 
group used it to a fair degree. And one fifth of the 
students in both groups used loud volume • . This vocal ex-
pression indicates that the role playing contributed to 
vocal variety. Details in the previous chapter give the 
individual differences in the use the two groups made of 
their voices to interpret the roles. These are not so 
great as to give a pattern of speech behavior. Ratner, all 
students have used their voices to interpret the role 
characterizations to a mild degree • . Use of the voice to 
interpret the roles is sufficiently frequent to demonstrate 
the value of role playing as a technique in speech i mprove-
ment. 
2. Implications: :Subjective Evaluation 
· The author has made two subjective evaluations which 
are most i mportant for the future use of this technique. 
the atmosphere of the class, the preparation for role 
playing has great bearing on the use the students make of 
the role playing situation. In classes where a variety of 
teaching techniques are used, including ones which demand 
self-expression, the preparation for role playing seems to 
be present by the very atmosphere which is created in the 
use of these varied teaching techniques. On the other hand, 
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-~ ;:, lass "'here t he i ns tructor 1 s l e c tu1·e and f or :m<'". l spea k-
in;; s i t u e.tions by the C! tucJents a re the onl_y fP mil L 7. r f 0 r ms 
o . teach i n;s t r-; chni'lues , the stud en ts will hot· b e 'J !' pared 
f or o~Jtimum u s e of a r ol .:.l 8.~line t chn ique . Some ·:: :r e ~.Jara­
tion is necGssa r y . 
The pers0n8.li t y of t h t eacher h a s much t o do •Ni th the 
atmosphere of t he c lass in relation to its readiness f or 
role playing. The t Gacher mus t be able to c ommuni ca.t a. 
SUJportive f eeling ~ arti cularly to t he s~eech de f e c tive 
s t uden t s , s o t h;-J. t t he r ole plr:.q ing l s n o t t oo threaten i ng 
2.n : peri en e. The teac her mu s t be rel e.x a n able t o 
expre ss l1.imself freel y ;=mel n ~turally , and b a.b le to f oster 
t h i s ~ irit among his s tudents . Extens ive tens i on oy e r the 
r ole Jl2.ying ex~) rien ce , pe r s e , l i :ni ts its effecti v n es .s . 
The sec ond subjective obs ervation is in r egard to the 
-r:rPty t h e studen ts us ed t h e pho t ogral)hs . They l ool. -d r ather 
casually at thew and t hen procee ed to role play t h e 
s itu r> tion in t he way t h ey 'a.nt c:. cL Th ey el om looked f or 
deta ils in the pictures thRt would give them a c lue as t o 
t h e direction the CJ.c ti on mi ght t<1 Le . They caught the g r-meral 
idea of t he l)ictu r e without n oting -Jre c l s ely ·rhc t :mi ght be 
incL c a ted . 1'his means th2.t simple _::J ictures , 'Hi th s i liml e 
visual stimuli are es · rc:> b le , and thP.t more c omplicated 
visua l stimuli r l 1 e not ne c e ssary or esi r able . 
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3 . Criticisms 
I n r egard t o t he above s t a tement a~out t he desirability 
of s i mrJle _) ic tures , ~Jicture 1 , t he s c ene a.t the e ]_eve- to1., 
with t 'o boys and a girl , mPY ~ot be t oo hars_ly criticize,. 
I t has f ew detai l s t hat would i ndica.te any direction f or 
t~e r ole ) laying . How ver, it is el t t hat t hls is a 
rel t ively weak picture in th~t there is -~ t much o~~or­
t uni ty to L.ak e a ) r oblem s i t ua.ti on out of i t sho•.Jld the 
stuc_ents desire to make it such . The · ot her t 10 pictures , 
involving parent s and a ·Joli cem n , !)r ovide more <JT'O t u:nity 
f or :T oblems t o be b ouz;ht i n t o t he "" Ole pihaying .s.c tion i f 
the students · ~ sh . Ho~evsr ~ the tape recor di ns- and the 
trc>.nscri ptions of the ta:;es i n t he a;J ~~ endi · demonstrate 
t ha t a pr obl em s ituation can be made out of t h- eleva t or 
s c ene i f t he s t uden t really needs t hi s e pr es-ion ! 
The s econd cri ti ci"'m, and prima y one , :Ls in r eg0.rd to 
the inadequacy of t he rol e rlaying )c rt of the eva1~?tion 
ch eck list, Such a check li s t ~ in or r to be brief enough 
t o h::>ndle f or a s t udy of this nature , is nece ssc:rilY 
inc orn:Jlete anc i nadequate . Th e c.ut~or fee l that such 2n 
ob jec tive eva lu2. t i on i s i nadeq ua t e becaus e of it obj ctiv-
ity . H.oi'-ever , or t his s tuc y an ob .j ec tive evaluetion 'as 
ne ce s sar y . For actual u s e of t h i s r ole :'!laying t chniaue 
in the classroom, this evaluation li s t or a s i mi l a r one 
m i~ht be used 2 s a oint of de]arture f or a class di s cus-
s i on- evaluation . 'Ih e is cus.s ion vvoulc t hen e c cme ·~tJ o re 
subjecti ve . Ob .jectivity about the r ol e plc>_yint; B.c tion can 
d.ef at its own ~:)Ur :;;)Qse. 
The a ·J.t hor also feels t ha t the re is a need f or "nal;:ing 
mor e adequate , obje c tive evaluation check list f or use 
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•;i t ll role :9l 2.~7ing . The one develo :Ded f or this stuC.y ::ohould 
be i mpr oved U)on and t hen used , as mentioned a bove , t o aid 
i _ c!ass evaluation of the role ~laying e ~eri enc _ . For 
l a s sroo u s e, t h i s list should also i n c lude visual Criteria 
such e.s faci al eXl)re s:.lion , ges t n e s , and IJOs ture , It i s 
felt t ha t c::n ob j e c ti v e evalua ti ye a id is helpf ul to the 
stu, ents in realizing 'Yhat they ac t ually did in t he r ole 
) ! ying bef ore a sub.je c l~ive ev2.l ua tion of 7hat -all-t ... l i s -
means is a t tempt ed. 
The f e eling of t h e role ~laying cction cen only be 
gr asp-ed by J_istening to t he t ape recordings , or second best , 
by reading t he sample of the tapes whi ch are trans c ribed i n 
the c;_;Jpendix . The evalua tion check lts c c onrJot be 8:xpected 
to c ommunica te this . 
APPEND I X' 



INST UCTIONS FOR USING ROLE PLAY PICTURES 
1. · Students dra:w numbers . 
2 . Take numbers in consecutive order , 2 boys, 1 girl, 
with each picture , rotating the 3 pictur·es . 
(Lo rest number boy takes role of left male in 
picture.) 
3 . Wri t e the name of each of the 3 students , in order of 
their roles , from left to right in the pictu e . 
4 . Give students the pic ture in fran of the cla s. Sho 
them the names of character s a t bottom of picture . 
"ASSUME YOU ' RE I N THE PLACE OF THESE EOPLE 
AND PLAY IT OUT ANY'v'!AY YOU !ANT. " 
If necessa.ry : 
"PROCEED 1il:lYV7AY YOU NANT. " 
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no .. _ _ __ _ 
role. ____ _ 
pi cture ________ _ 
audience 
---- -or 
no-audience 
-----
EVALUATIO --CHECK OUTSTANDI NG CHARACTERISTICS 
_1. Par t icipation i s delayed or hesitant at the begi nning. 
Participation is scant. 
_ 2 . Parti ci pa t i on dominates the r ole playing~ 
_ 3 . 
He i s able to 11 get into" his role . 
He i s unabl e to 11 get i nto" his role .· 
Laught er is within his role . 
Lau h.ter is outs ~ e hi s rol e . 
8. 
-9 .. 
Negati ve res~onse i s expressed . 
op·nion is ex - essed. 
-
10 Voi ce i used t o interpr e t rol e : . ~ 
a .. Pi t ch , high 
----b. Pit .h, lOW . 
- Pitch vc.riEt~on c .. 
- d. Rate , f as t 
----e . Fate , varietY 
-
f. Vol ume , loudt 
- g .. Volume , of 
----h . Volume , variet y 
-
i . 
-
harsh, nas al , breathy 
oice qual i tY hoarse , 
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Pict ure 1 · 
Normal Students 
Alone 
Role: 
1 : Oh, what a beautif ul day, eh? Spring weather gets you .. 
3 : Yeh.. Too bad we have classes all day . We could be 
outside couldn ' t we , huh ~ 
1: Wnat you think of that exam l a st period? 
3: Oh, the one in psych.. It was rough . 
~: I don ' t believe in exams anymore . 
1: You don ' t? 
2: No . They never ask me the right things .. 
3: I don ' t know. You got to pass ' em though . 
1: Have to have some way of a grade . And it separEtes 
the strong from the weak . 
0 : Ought t o forge t about exams. 
1 : Yal .. Head up with Char les ., 
2: Have to meet somebody ..... a friend . 
3: Fr iend? 
2 : Yes . 
1: ale or femal e? 
2: Oh , male .. 
3: Y/ell we ' re shot down . 
1 : Yal .. Let' s go somewher"e else . Over to the Dugout. 
3: Ya . Get a few beers . 
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. (Continuation) 
Picture 1 
Normal tudents 
·Alone 
ole: 
1: Yal , I heard they serve green beer over there ~ 
2 : Green beer . T&ste the s~me . 
1: Ya , it ' s the same thinga They just put , ah , food 
coloring in it .. 
3 : Quite an idea . 
2: For next year . 
1: For next year . I don't know what m~de me think of it 
(mumbles) 
2: Ho7 long you been waiting for the elevator ? 
1: Fi ft een minut s . Isn ' that right? 
3: At l east that . They make t hese text books heavier 
every year .. 
1: hey cer ta 1LlY do . Ever go to a ball game af ter school? 
2 : Wby don't we go now? 
3: ·ouldn't get out until late and, uh, what about your 
dc.te? Can you stand him u ? 
: Oh he can wait . 
1 f h ~r_ o t s your favorite? 1: Basebal an, e • al 
Y nk es ' In_ Boston? 1: The a e .. 
2 : I don' t come from Boston. 
--~~~~~--- (mumble 
• 
( Conclusion) 
Role : 
2: Oh, here ~s the elevator . 
3 : Came up! 
(laughter) 
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Pi c ' ure 1 
Normal St udents 
Alone 
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Role: Pictur e 1 Def'ect. ve Group Al ne 
1: Psych . 
·where are You going? 
2: I think it's on trle 
o. L ~. Ook 'l7ho r s h 
ere .. 
4th f'loor 
~ 
There ' s D on .. 
I 'm no t sur e,. 
1: Hi .. 
3: Hello. He, 
are You guys? a.nd everything? 
1: Oh, alright . I j · 
ust can't Wai t 't · l ~ ~ exams With. e.re over 
3: And what about You Pe t e?. ~~ t r 
YVL La s Your theory on 
examinations? 
1: Ah, I f eel they're obsolete. 
3 : I see. 
2: So :v..rha t are You going to do thi s summer? 
1: ~fork., 
.2: Where you going to work? 
1: A summer resort~ 
2 : Oh, tha t should be interesting. I'm going to camp 
with my r oommate , t o be a counselor. What are you 
doing? 
3: I ' m in charge of the psychiatr y department at one of the 
Boston Hos itals for the summer .. 
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(Continuati on) Picture 1 Def'ect ve Group 
Alone 
Role: 
2: Oh. Is tha t ha t you ' re pla~~ing to major in? 
3: No . _Actually7 I ' m a plQ~ber, but this is jus t a 
hobby of mine . 
1: You must smoke Viceroys your self. You think for 
yourself . 
3: I think for myself but what ma_{es you think I smoke 
Viceroys? 
3: I wonder if the elevator door will ever close . This 
is an interesting point to work on . 
1: I think Barbara has her f oot in itl 
(Laughter) 
3: Oh, I think the elevator man is---there 's a hand 
comi ng out of the elevator . Notice it? 
2: Yes . I t ink we'd better go in. I think he ' s ge ting 
impatient .. 
3 : Well you'd better be careful. Ther e isn't any floor 
to it you see . This might be the--logical--- tragic 
fall of the whole thing. 
(Comments mumbled) 
And the elevators in Boston University are bottomless 
90 (Conclusion) 
Role: 
Picture 1 
Def'ective Gr oup Alone 
3: You (s tuttering) knew tha t didn't You? 
(Laught er and mumbling) 
What are You reading Pete? I no tice You have books 
under Your arm, I t •s very obvi ous, 
1: I Just carry those around for e:f:fect , 
(comments) 
I don•t really stUdy, I just give the impression that 
I read them .. 
2 : I ' m not very i ntellectual. I only have one book here, 
3: I was wondering about that , Barbara . 
l : It's a thick book, though. 
· book I 'm goin~ to my l esson . 2 : Oh, t hHt ' s my mus~c • o 
--- --- etca 
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Rol e: 
Pi c ture 2 
Def'ecti ve Group 
I n Class 
2: But I Wasn It Speeding or r icer. 
I guess the only t hing to do -r s take d 
-4 You o:wn 
3 : T ell , 
t o the s tation. Have Your dr i ver ' s license and 
regi stra tion card? 
2: Gee, no. I 1m sorry. I lert it a t home . 
1: Oh, my l ord , s he•s going to ki ll me. 
3: ·7ell, I'll t ell you VJh~ t we 'll do. F!e ' ll give You 48 
hours to bring it to the regis t rar ' s Office . 
2: Ah, have a heart or r icer . We weren•t speeding . Gir~s 
l ate . Have to get her home . 
3: Then you weren't speeding . You ' re just i n a no ark 
Put a nickel i n the meter . area . 
You don ' t have to put a There' s somebody i n the car w 
2: when there 's somebody in t he car . ni ckel i n the meter 
l eft unattended you don ' t As long as t he car ' s not 
ha,re to put anything in the meter . 
3: Lis ten, you re . , _ i n Pennsylvania now, no t Massachusetts ~ 
2: h e to get a t i cket now? thet mean I av Does -
- h t ' M your name , anyhow? 3: A..l1 , w 8. ;:, 
1 a rri n g t on .. o . Bil ..__.
(Laught er) 
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(Continuation) Pi ture 2 ef'ective Group 
I n Class 
Role: 
3 : Fur.rr1y. On your l icense plate it says John. 
(Laughter) 
2: Don 't have a license, remember? 
1: That!s rha t you think! 
3: What's your nc.1.me? 
1: [ary • • • • ~ • w ... Oh, come on .. Have a heHrt. I have to 
get home .. 
3: You have a heart with one, and you have to have a 
heart with all women . 
1: I ' m not doing anything th~t bad e 
3: In Penns lvania we don't f'ix tickets.. We don ' t have 
no crooked poli tics . 
1: You wouldn ' t be fixing a ticket .. You just !."iOUldn ' t be 
giving i t because we weren't doing anytlLinge I ' ve 
just got to get home . My mother 'll kil l me and then 
you'll have a murder on your conscience . 
3: I have a ticket here Q It ' s a dollar for the Cerebral 
Palsy Fund . That ' s all it is for parking in a no 
arking area .. 
1: Oh . Let ' s give him the dollar and then we can go . 
2: What kind of {? are you? 
(Conclusion 
Role: 
1: Let ' s give him 50¢ then. 
2 : 0 • That 'll be very good . 
1: OK. Come on~ 
2 : Cut. 
9'3 
Picture 2 
Defective Group 
In Class 
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